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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this thesis is to develop some results
concerning sums of the form
£ aiajL , (1)
i
where a^eZ with |a-jj < t , teN/{o} and oi^  are distinct members of 
a set of algebraic integers e.g divisors of positive integers , 
units in a fixed algebraic number field or algebraic integers of 
bounded norm .
Results on sums of divisors of practical numbers in [1],[2],[3] 
and [5] are initially studied in chapter 1, We achieve more general 
results by introducing the notion of a t-practical number . We define 
n to be a t-practical number if every integer m , 1 < m < tn , is of 
the form (1) where the a± are divisors of n . Ordinary practical
numbers correspond to the case t = 1 . Denote by At the set of all
t-practical numbers . We show that n is a t-practical number if and 
only if
dk+l < to-k + 1
where dk+2. i-s t*16 k + l ^  divisor of n and is the sum of the k 
divisors of n . Further we prove that , given any prime p with
1c(p,n) = 1 , neAt , then a necessary and sufficient condition for p n,
k>l , to belong to At is that
P < to-(n) + 1 ,
where (r(n) is the sum of all divisors of n . These results extend 
the result of Stewart in [2] and Robinson[5] . A complete 
characterization for n to be t-practical number , in terms of its 
prime factors, is given by Theorem 1.1.5. Our results are extended 
in section 1.2 by considering positive and negative divisors of n 
in At .
(ii)
By defining jS(n) to be the number of all integers in the interval 
[l,t(r(n)] having the form (1),we show in section 1.3 that 
j3(n)/to'(n) forms a dense set of values in [o,l] . We also show that
(3(n)/to’(n) takes its smallest value when n is a non-practical number.
Section 1.4 is devoted to studying the properties of all positive 
integers n which satisfy the condition
o-(n) - a(n) = 2 ,
where a(n) is the number of all integers m ,1 < m < (r(n) ,having the 
form (1) with a^ = o,l . We define E* to be the set of these integers 
and establish necessary and sufficient conditions for any integer to 
be in E* , These are given in Theorem 1.4.3 and 1.4.4 .
Further insight is provided in the form of a computer program in 
Fortran 77 to determine which integers n are in E*.Several general 
results related to the properties of integers in E* are also included 
in section 1.5 . One of these results is that , for any integer
neE*, satisfying n = mpf1..p§k ,aj > l,(pj,m) = l,pj < pj+1 < 2pj - 1, 
m > 2 is a practical number such that p^ = (r(m) + s and 1 < s < cr(m) , 
then n is a sum of two practical numbers .
We discuss in section 1.6 the properties of integers n which 
satisfy the condition
o-(n) - a(n) = 1 . (2)
We prove that , if n satisfies (2) then cr(n) is even and o-(n)/2 is 
the only integer in [l,<T(n)] which cannot be written as a sum of 
distinct divisors of n . This chapter ends with section 1.7 which 
deals with practical numbers over a Euclidean Imaginary quadratic 
field Z[yd]. We define aeZ[yd] to be a practical number in Z[yd] if 
every integer yeZ[yd] with |N(-y) | < |N(a) I is a sum of distinct 
divisors of a .
(iii)
We prove that,if (yd) ,(k>l),d & -1,-3,id| is an ordinary practical
knumber in Z[yd], then (yd) is a practical in Z[yd].
In chapter 2 , we generalize some results in [4] and [7] 
featuring analytic methods and estimates .
Let f(n) be the largest integer such that every integer in the 
interval [l,f(n)] can be represented in the form (1) with a^ = o,l 
and divisors of n . Hausman and Shapiro[7] suggested the boundary
function B*(n) = e ^ 2 (nloglogn)1^ 2 and showed that for any X > 1 ,
if f(n) > XB*(n) , then n is a practical number with a finite number 
of exceptions.Further,for any X < l,then f(n) > XB*(n) can hold for 
infinitely many non-practical numbers n . These results are improved 
in section 2.1 in terms of t-practical numbers . For that we define 
ft (n) to be the largest integer such that every integer in [l,ft(n)]
can be written as a t-practical number and Bt(n) = e ^ 2(tnloglogn)1
c 5
We show that for any X(n) > 1 +   and c > ----  ,
2 y
(loglogn) 4e
if ft (n) >X(n)Bt(n), then n is a t-practical number for any t,teN.
Also for any X(n) < 1 - cl°gloglogn j and c > 2 , then
(loglogn)2
ft(n) > X(n)Bt(n) holds for infinitely many non t-practical numbers n 
This work is done by using explicit formulas given in [9] by Rosser 
and Schoenfeld .
In [7] they also showed that the number of practical numbers 
n < x is
O(x/(logx)^) , (3)
1 1  2 for any fixed (3 < --- (------- - 1) .We extend this result to
2 log2
t-practical numbers by using the general form of such numbers given
(iv)
by Theorem 1.1.5 in Chapter 1 . Our result shows that (3) is an 
estimate for the number of t-practical numbers n < x uniformly for t 
in the range
1 < t < exp.{(logx)6*} 
for any fixed 51 , o < 5 1 < 1 - ( 1 +  y2|3)log2 .
Margenstren in [4] showed that the number of practical numbers 
n < x ,(x is a large real number ), is at least
Ax
2
where A = -----  . A sharper lower bound than (4) is presented in
exp. [ ^ Qg2(loglogx)2 + 31oglogx ]
5/2 
5
section 2,3 . We proved that the number of t-practical numbers 
n < x ,(x is a large real number ), is at least 
1/2 x
(4)
(21og2)
eXp'[~2Tos2 (logloSx)2 + l°gl°gx + log(t+l)]21og2
for any fixed t , t e N / ( o }  .
A further improvement to the results in [7] is given in 
section 2.4
t X  1 / 2We showed that, for any teN and x > --- the interval (x , x+2 0— ) )
3 t
contains a t-practical number .
In Chapter 3,we return to the topic concerning sums of the form 
(1),where are units of algebraic field Q(0),to generalize 
Belcher’s results in [12] and [14]. We let V to be the set of all 
fields in which all integers can be written as a finite sums of units 
(not necessarily distinct) . We define t-integers to be those 
integers expressible as a finite sum of units with at most t 
repetitions and we refer to any t-integer expressible as a sum of 
(t+1) units as a strong t-integer . We prove that , if (t+1) is
(V)
a strong t-integer, then any sum of units in Q(f?) is a t-integer . 
This generalizes Belcher's result in [14] which covers the case t=l.
Define Wt to be the set of all fields Q(0) in which every integer 
is a t-integer. We construct a necessary condition for all real 
fields , with fundamental unit e , to be in Wt . This condition is 
expressed in terms of t and e .
A further general result achieved for pure cubic fields shows
that all fields [|(yd) with d = m  ± 1, m > 1, are in Wt .We also give 
some examples in such pure cubic fields .
We prove in section 3.2 that, if Q(0)eWt and Q(^)eV} where these 
fields have relatively prime discriminants, then Q(0,y?)eWt . This 
generalize one of Belcher's results in [12] . It also enables us to 
generalize another result of Belcher[12] by showing that there are 
infinitely many quartic fields Q(yd,ym)eWt for any fixed t , t eN .
Interesting and new general results for real quadratic fields 
Q(yd) are discussed in detail in Section 3,3 .The main result,proved 
in Theorem 3.3.2, shows that if Q(yd)eV and e = t+yd or {(2t-l)+yd)/2 
is the fundamental unit of Q(yd),then Q(yd)eWt- t is minimal in a ^ J
certain sense . This shows that any integer of Q(yd) which can be 
written as a sum of units is a t-integer and also can be used to 
determine which quartic field of the above type lie in W^ - .
Theorem 3.3.2, also implies Jacobson's result in [3] that both Q(y2) 
and Q(y5) are in W 1 and specific examples of CKyd) , 2 < d <100 , are 
also given to illustrate our results .
We mean by the phrase"o! is a norm-s integer in (J( yd) "that a is 
a sum of integers of norms less than or equal to s . W e  extend 
Theorem 3.1.2, by establishing new results for the representation 
of integers in (J(0) as sum of distinct norm-s integers for any given 
s , 1 < s < t2 . W e  describe as a strong norm-s integer in Q(0) any
(Vi)
norm-s integer aeQ(0) such that
u
a = I , (5)
i=i
with 7 £ non-associate integers in Q(0) en , . . . ,eu are the fundamental
units of Q (0) , |N(-y^) I < s and I|N(y ^)| < |N(a)| . We denote by Ng
i
the set of all fields in which every integer can be written as a sum 
of distinct norm-s integers.We prove in Theorem 4.1.1,that if Q(0)eWt 
1 / 2for some t , t > s 1 and that every integer in Q(0) of norm less than 
or equal to s is a strong norm-s integer,then Q(0)eNg .
We apply our general result to show that Q(^2)eN* since Q(^2)eW3,
and that every integer in Q!(y2) of norm less than or equal to 9 is 
a strong norm-3 integer .
The real quadratic fields Q(yd) which are given by Theorem 3.3.2, 
are discussed in section 4.2 . We prove that , if Q(yd)eWt , 
d = 1 (mod4) and e is the fundamental unit of Q(yd),then Q(yd)eNg 
and s = t2 - 2t ± 1 as N(e) = -1 or +1 respectively. We also show 
that,if Q(yd)eWt , d ^ 1 (mod4) and e is the fundamental unit of 
Q(yd) such that N(e) = +l,then Q(yd)cNg and s = t2 - 1 . The case 
Q(yd)eWt ,d ^ l(mod4) and N(e) = -1 is dealt with considering the Yj/s 
in (5) which are assocaites integer in Q(yd.) when we refer to the 
strong norm-s integers.This enables us to show that Q(yd)eNg 
with s = t2-2t-l.
In some instance we can determine the minimal value of s ,e.g 
Q(yl3)eN* but Q(yl3)^N* since there are no integers of norm 2 in this 
field . But certain quadratic fields Q(yd)eNg do have the property 
that every integer of norm less than or equal to s can be written as 
a strong norm-v integer, 1 < v < s and v is minimal . This enables 
us to prove in Theorem 4.2.2, that such quadratic fields are in N* .
This result 
Further 
2 < d < 100
(vii)
is indicated in Theorem 4.2.3, which shows that Q(y3)eN 
clarification is provided by examples on Q(yd) with 
in section 4.3 .
M 
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CHAPTER (1)
§ 1.1 The t-Practical Numbers
In [1] A.K Srinivasan studied the numbers n > 1 having the
property that every integer m satisfying 1 < m < n and of the form
m = 2 cdd » cd = o,l . (1)
d|n
These numbers are called the "practical numbers" . B.M.Stewart in [2] 
defined I* to be the set of all integers n such that
a(n) - a(n) = o , (2)
where a(n) is the sum of all positive divisors of n and a(n) denotes 
the number of all integers m having some representation in the 
form(l).
The main result proved by Stewart in [2] is the follwing :
Theorem 1,1.IT 21
If n belongs to I* and p is a prime with (p,n) = l,then p^n, 
k > 1 belongs to I* if and only if
p < cr(n) + 1 . (3)
In [2] Stewart also gave a complete structure for the practical 
numbers in I* by demonstrating the following result ;
Theorem 1.1.2 f 21
n belongs to I* if and only if n is of the form n = 2a , a > o
or
n = 2apf1 . . . p{k , a > 1 , a-jL > 1 ,
where 1 < i < k , p-j’ are primes satisfying the following conditions:
2 < P1 < ... < Pk ,
PI < <r(2a) + 1 ,
and
pj+1 < o-( 2a .p1a1 ... Pjaj) + 1 , (l<j<k-l).
-2-
Let r(n) = r be the number of positive divisors of n and let 
1 = < d2 < ... < dr = n be the divisors of n . Put a Q = o and
ctr = dp + d2 + ... + d^ . , 1 < k < r .
In [5] Robinson adopted Stewart's ideas to prove the following 
result ;
Theorem 1.1.3 f 51
n is a practical number if and only if
dk+l < 0 - ^ + 1  , 1 < k < r - 1 . (4)
Now we shall work with a new definition given in the following : 
Definition 1.1.1
Let teN ,then n is a t-practical number if every integer m 
1 < m < tn has the form
Lcd d , o < cd < t , (5)
d m
A practical number in the sense of Srinivasan[1] is just 
a 1-practical number . Taking account of our definition we shall 
generalize Theorem 1.1.3[5] as in the following :
Theorem 1.1.4
n is a t-practical number if and only if
dk+l < t(rk + 1 » o < k < r - 1 . (6)
Proof
Suppose that
dk+l < taic + 1 >
for all lc, o < k < r - l  .We will show that n is a t-practical 
number. In fact ,we prove that for any k ,  o < k < r - l  , every 
integer m such that
-3-
t(7k < m < t<rk+1
can be expressed as (7)
k+1
i=l
Since tc0 = o and tcrr = t ( d^ + d^ + . . . + dr ) ^ dr = n ,this shows
that every integer m in [l,n] has the required representation for n
to be t-practical number .
The proof of (7) is by induction on k , For k = o , (7) asserts
that every m , o < m < t can be expressed as c^d^ , o < c^ < t and
this is trivially true since d]_ = 1 . Assume therefore that (7) is
true for all k = K , where K < r - 1, and we will show it is true for
k = K + 1 .
Suppose therefore that
t(rK + l < m < to-K+2 .
In particular , since dK+2 < t0K+l + 1 > this implies that
dK+2 < m < tOK+2 •
Now , if m < (t +l)<%+2 j we can write m as
m = udj^ +2 + v , 
where o < v < dk+2 and o < u < t . Hence
o < v < dk + 2 < t(Tj^+^ + 1 i.e o < v <  ttrj^ +l so that by the induction
hypothesis ,
K+1 
v = Lc-^d^ 0 < C£ < t .
Thus
K+1
m = udK+2 + Tc±d± 
i=l
where o < u < t and o < c -j <  t  .i.e
K+2
-4-
where c^ + 2 = u .This is the required form . On the other hand , if 
m > (t + 1 )d^ + 2 ,then
dK+2 < m “ tdK+2 < tfrK+2 “ tdK+2 = toK+l . 
Hence ,again by the induction hypothesis ,
K+1
m - tdK+2 = £cidi 
i=l
i.e K+2
m Ec^d^ j 
i=l
where cj^ + 2 = t . In any case this completes the proof .
Gonversely ,if n is t-practical number ,then for any k , 
o < k < r ~ 1 we can write
r
dk+l 1 = Ic-j^ d^  o < < t,
i=l
k
= Ic^d^
i=l
k
^ t Ed^ =
i.e i=l
dk+l ^ tcrk +
as required .
Theorem 1.1.4 , shows in fact that n,is t-practical number if and 
only if every m , 1 < m < to"(n) can be expressed as
r
m EjC-j^d-j^ 3 o ^ ci ^ t . 
i=l
The range for m is best possible since
r r
m = Sc-^ d-^  ^ m < t Ldj[ = tc(n) .
i=l i=l
-5“
Remark 1.1.1
Any practical number is a t-practical number if teN .
Proof
Let n be a practical number , Then by Theorem 1.1.3 [5] .
dk+l < C k + l ,  V k , o < k < r - l .
Since t > 1 , then
dk+l < <rk + 1 < t(7k + 1 , 
for each k ,  o < k < r - 1 . Thus , by Theorem 1.1.4 ,n is a 
t-practical number as required .
We shall prove the following result by using Theorem 1.1.4 .
Lemma 1.1.1
For any t-practical number n , teN ,
(t + l)n < ter(n) + 1  . (8)
Proof
Let n > 1 be a t-practical number .If n = 1 , then (8) is valid .
Suppose that n > 2 and 1 = d^ , .....  dr = n represent all
positive divisors of n in an increasing order . Since n is 
t-practical number , it follows from Theorem 1.1.4 , that
dr ^ to"^  1 .
Therefore
dr + tdr < tcrr_^ + tdr + 1
i . e
(t + 1 )dr < tcrr + 1 .
Since dr = n and <jr = ^(n) , then
(t + l)n < ter(n) + 1 , 
which is the required inequality .
Strict equality can occur in (8) for certain t-practical numbers.
For example ( t + 1 ) 2 is always a t-practical number since every m,
1 < m < ( t + 1 )  can be written as m = u(t + 1) + v , where 
o < u < (t + 1) , o < v < t + 1 and ( t + 1 )  , 1  are divisors of 
( t + 1 ) 2 .If , in addition , t + 1 , is a prime p then ,
n = (t + 1)2 satisfies <r(n) = p 2 + p + 1 so that
t<r(n) - (p - l)(p2 + p + 1) = p 3 - 1 ,
and
(t + l)n — 1 = p.p2 - 1 = p 3 - 1
i . e
(t + l)n = to-(n) + 1.
Now , we have the following results ;
Lemma 1.1.2
For any fieN, (t + 1)^ is a t-practical number .
Proof
Let meN such that 1 < m < (t + 1)^ .Then we can write m in the 
base ( t + 1 )  i.e
e-i
m = Ic^(t + l)d , 
i=l
where o < c^ < t .Since (t + l)d ,o < i < £-1 ,are distinct 
divisors of ( t + 1)^ ,the result follows .
Lemma 1.1.3
Let 1 < S < t + 1 . Then is a t-practical number for any J2eN .
-7-
Proof
Let meN such that 1 < m < . Then we can write m in the base S
i . e
fl-1
m = Lc^Sd , 
i=l
where o < c^ < t .Since Sd , o < i < J2—1 , are distinct divisors of S^
and o < c^ < t,S^ is a t-practical number .
| l>fow consider the t-practical number n having the positive
I
divisors 1 = d^ , d £ .......dr = n . Then by writing
n = viai- P2a2 ■ ■ • Pj2aC >
where a j > l , l < j < j 2  and pq < P2 < • • • < Pj2 such that pj |dk+]^ ,
1 < k < r-1 .We shall have pj5 = dk+^ , 5 > 1 and from Theorem 1.1.4 
we get
Pj < dk+i < t(rk + 1 i o < k < r-1 .
Since n is a t-practical number,it follows that 
Ck = ^Cpl3! Pj-laj-l) .Therefore
pj < to-(p]_ai ... Pj_iaj_i) + 1 . (9)
So, condition (6) of Theorem 1.1.4 , implies (9) for any
f
t-practical number n.This will lead to a generalization of
Theorem 1.1.1 , given in [2] by Stewart,in terms of t-practical
numbers .
Thus , for this purpose we shall define the set A t , teN , to be 
the set of all integers n such that every integer m , 1 < m < tcr(n) , 
is of the form
d , o < c^ < t
din
Let (3(n) be the number of these integers m . Then At contains all
-8-
the integers n for which
(3(n) = tcr(n) .
If n is a practical number , i.e t = 1 .then (3(n) = a(n) .Thus , 
for any t , ( t > 1 ) |3(n) > u(n) and furthermore At contains all
the practical numbers .
We prove the following result :
Lemma 1.1.4
If n belongs to At , and p is a prime such that (p,n) = 1 .then a 
necessary and sufficient condition that n' = npa , a > l,be in At is 
that
p < tu(n) + 1 . (10)
Proof
If we have that p > tu(n) + 1 , then tu(n) + 1 cannot be 
represented as a sum of divisors of n' with at most t repetitions for 
any t,(t > 1).Therefore condition (10) is necessary when n'is in At , 
Conversely , suppose that
p < tu(n) + 1
In order to show that n'is in At ,(t > 1), we need to show that 
every integer m ,1 < m < to^n*) is of the form
m = LcVd* , o < Cd'< t . 
d' |n
We shall proceed by induction on a . For a = 1 we have that 
pa < ter (pa- -^n) + 1 implies that p < tcr(n) + 1 which is true .
Let pa_-*-n , a > 2 belongs to At be the induction hypothesis.
Then
pa+^ < pt<r(pa”l-n) + tu(n) + 1
= tpu(pa~d). u(n) + tu(n) + 1
-9-
pa+l < t(r(n) (p<r(pa-d) + 1) + 1 .
Since pc(pa_-*-) + 1 = <r(pa) ,
pa+l < t<r(n) .<7(pa) + 1
i . e
pa+l < tcr(pan) + 1
Now ,we shall show that n'= npa belongs to At i.e every integer 
m defined above is of the required form .Let M be an integer such
that M = o,l, ......ttr(n) and consider the intervals
[Mpa , Mpa + to'(pa- -^n)] ,
where no integer m within the range 1 < m < to-(n') is excluded from
all of these intervals and all the intervals are overlapping.
Since pa < tcr(pa“ -^n) + 1  ,we shall have that
(M + l)pa = Mpa + pa ^  Mpa +tu(pa-^n) + 1 .
It follows also that 1 and tcr(n')are included in our intervals.where
(M + l)pa < tu(n)P+ t{r(pa~dn) + 1
= tcr(n) {pa + (r(pa“-*-)} + 1 
= to-(n) . cr(pa) + 1
i . e
(M + l)pa < to*(pan) + 1 .
Thus , m can be written as
m = Mpa + S , (11)
where o < M < ttr(n) and o < S < t(r(pa-^n) . Since n and pa-^n belong 
to Aj- as we mentioned above,
M = Icd d , cdeN , o < cd < t, 
d m
-10-
and
_ „ H - Jl It Kt I!
S - Lc^ d , Cj eN ,o < < t
d" |pa-ln
Therefore (11) becomes
m = Ecp D + Icd"d" » CpeN , o < cp < t , 
d"lpa-ln
where D = pad , D * d" and both D and d" are divisors of n ' . Hence 
n' = pan belongs to At _ This completes the proof .
From , Lemma 1.1,4 , if we set t = 1 .then Stewart's result [2] 
will follow immediately .
Corollary 1.1.1
If m is a t-practical number and n a non-zero integer such that
n < tu(m) + 1 , (12)
then mn is t-practical number .
Proof
Let m be a t-practical number for a fixed t,(t > 1) and let n be 
a positive integer satisfying (12) . It is clear that when n = pa ,
(a > 1) and p is a prime such that (p.m) = 1 .then mn is a
t-practical number by Lemma 1.1.4 . If n divides m .then mn is 
also a t-practical number ,
Suppose that n//m and n = pqai . . . Prar , ad > 1 ,(1 < i < r) with
Pl < p 2 < ... < pr representing then first r primes such that (12) is
satisfied .We proceed by induction on r .
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(i) If r = 1, the mn is a t-practical number by Lemma 1.1.4 .
(ii) As an induction hypothesis we suppose that mnr_^ is a
t-practical number, where nr_p = pqaq ... pr_^ar_x > t > 1 .It
follows from Lemma 1.1.4 , that
pr_l < tu(mnr„2) + 1 . (13)
Now we need to show that (13) is true with r-1 replaced by r .
It follows from (13) that
P 2r-1 < tpr_1o-(mnr_2) + pr_i
< t [pr_icr(mnr_2) + <r(mnr_2)] + 1 
= t[o-(mnr_2)(pr_i + 1)] + 1  
= to-(mnr_2Pr_i) + 1
i. e
p 2r-l < t(r(mnr_2pr_i) + 1 < tu(mnr_2Pr-lar-l) + 1 , (14)
where > 1 and nr _ 2 = Plai ... Pr-2&r-2 .Using Bertrand's
Postulate (see[6]) , it follows that pr_p < pr <P2r-l • Therefore
(14) implies that
Pr < P 2r-1 < to-(mnr_2Pr-lar-l) + 1
i. e
Pr < to’(mnr_2.) + 1 i (15)
and (15) shows that (13) is true for r which completes the induction. 
Hence mn is a t-practical number by Lemma 1.1.4 .
Now we shall describe the complete structure of the 
t-practical numbers in the following result ;
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Theorem 1.1.5
An integer n > 1 belongs to At ,(t > 1), if and only if n has the
form
n = Plal ••• Pkak .Pk+l^+l P£aG> (16>
where
ad , a2 , ..., ak > o (not all zero)
ak+l > ak + 2 ...... aJ2 > 1
P 1  Pk < c + 1 < Pk+1 < <Pfi .
and
Pj+ 1  < ta(vial ••• Pkak • Pk+lak+2 ■••Pjaj> + 1 , 1 < j < £-1 . 
Proof
Let nd = Piai , a^ > 1 belong, to At ,(t > 1) , for some value of
t .Then from Lemma 1.1.4 ,we have
PI < t + 1 . (17)
If we choose P 2 to be the next prime greater than p^.then since 
nl = Plal >in A t , it follows from Lemma 1.1.4 , that
p2 < t(j(pxai) + 1 , (18)
and (18) implies that n — Plal*P2a2 belong to At from Lemma 1.1.4 .
Now suppose that n = piai ... pkak , > o (not all zero ) ,
1 < i < k .belong to A^ as an induction hypothesis . Then from
Lemma 1.1.4 we have
Pk < ta(Plal •** Pk-lak-l) + 1 . <19)
Pk2 < tPk^(Plal ••• Pk-lak-l) + Pk ■ <2°)
Using the induction hypothesis in (20) we get
Pk2 < tpko-(piai . • • Pk-lak-l) + to-tpx3! . . . Pk-lak-l) + 1 
Pk2 < t(Pk + 1)-a'(Plal Pk-lak-l) + 1
pk 2 < tcr(pk) . <r(pia!  Pk-lak-l) + 1 • (21)
Since ak > o , t > 1 , then <7(pk ) < ^(Pkak) .Therefore (21) implies
Pk2 < to’(Pk) • a (Vlal • • • Pk-lak-l) + 1
< tcr(pkak) . o-(pxax . . . Pk-lak-l) + 1
i. e
Pk2 < o*(Plal • • ■ Pkak) + 1 * <22>
Since pk 2 > 2pk , it follows from Bertrand's Postulate (see [6])
that,
Pk < Pk+1 < 2Pk < Pk2 • (23>
So (22) and (23) will imply that
Pk+1 < to-(pxax • • ■ Pkak) + 1 • (24)
Therefore nk+x = Pxal • * • Pkak * Pk+lak+l -^s also *This completes
the induction steps . So the induction can be repeated for 
Pk+2 > Pk+3 '•■■ }P2 with
Pk+1 < Pk+2 < > • ■ • > < PQ. •
to show
Pfl < to-(Plax • ■ • Pkak -Pk+lak+l • • • P 2-laj2-l> • <25>
Hence n in At will be of the form
n = Plax Pkak -Pk+lak+l  Pj2a2
with
al » a2 > • * • » ak ^ 0 (not zero ) ,
Pi < P2 < ■•■ < Pk < t + 1 < Pk+1 < • • • < P2 >
and the primes px are satisfying (25) .
Conversely,suppose n is an integer of the form (16) and 
satisfying (25).Then from Lemma 1.1.4 , n belongs to At .This
completes the proof of the Theorem .
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We shall prove the following result :
Theorem 1.1.6
For any fixed t ,(t > 1), n belongs to At if and only if n 
is a t-practical number .
Proof
Let n be an integer in At . Then for any fixed t ,teN every
integer m , 1 < m < t<r(n) is of the form
Icd d , o < cd < t . (26)
d|n
This certainly shows that every integer from 1 up to tn is of the 
form (26) . Hence n is t-practical by definition 1.1.1
Conversely , suppose that n = pxap . .. Pj2af> , a j > l , l < j < ] 2 ,  
Pl < P 2 < , . . . , < pjg , is a t-practical number . Then from
Theorem 1.1.4 ,the condition
Pj < Pj-iaj-i) + 1 , (27)
is necessary for n to be a t-practical number . Using Lemma 1.1.4,
which shows that condition (27) is sufficient for n to be in At which
completes the proof .
Theorem 1.1.7
The product of two t-practical numbers is a t-practical number , 
for any t , teN ,
Proof
Let m and n be two t-practical numbers , t eN . Then if m < n we 
shall have
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m < n <tcr(n) + 1 , 
and since n is t-practical number it follows that mn is also 
t-practical number by Corollary 1.1,1 .If n < m ,then we can write
n < m < tcr(m) + 1 ,
and since m is also t-practical number,then the fact that mn is
t-practical follows from Corollary 1.1.1 ,which ends the proof .
§1.2 Extension To The Negative Divisors
Let A* be the set of all positive integers n having the property
that every integer m , 1 < m < <j-(n) is of the form
m = Ibd d , lb| < 1  (1)
d|n
In [3] B.Jacobson proved the following ;
Lemma 1.2.1f 31
If n belongs to A* and p is a prime such that (p,n) = 1 , then
p^n , k > 1 belongs to A* if and only if
p < 2o-(n) + 1
Now , we extend the definition of A* to A* , (t > 1) , in which
every integer m , 1 < m < to'(n) is of the form
m = Ied d , I ed i < t
d|n
We have the following result ;
Theorem 1.2.2
For any fixed t ,(t > 1 ), A* = A zt .
Proof
It is obvious that A* Q A 2t since if n in A* and m is an integer
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such that
o < m < 2t<r(n) ,
then m Is of the form
m = m 1 + t(r(n)
and
11^ = Ead d , | ad | < t
din
So , we can write
m = L(ad + l)d = Xcd d ,cd = o ,t or 2t 
d|n d m
i.e n belong to A 2t ,(t > 1) . Hence A* c A 2t .
Conversely , suppose that n belongs to A zt , t > 1 and m is an
integer such that
o < m < t<j(n) .
Then we have that
to(n) < m + to-(n) < 2t<r(n)
and
tu(n) + m = Lcd d , cd = o , t or 2t . (2)
d|n
By subtracting t(r(n) from both sides of (2) we obtain that
m - I(cd - t)d = Iad d , iad | < t .
d m  d m
Therefore n belongs to A* i.e A 2t Q A* . Thus A 2t = A* which 
completes the proof .
It follows from Theorem 1.2.2,that Jacobson's result given by 
Lemma 1.2.1, above can be generalized as follows ;
Theorem 1.2.4
For a fixed t ,(t > 1), if n belongs to A^ and p is a prime with 
(p,n) = 1 ,then p^n , k > 1,belongs to A* if and only if
p < 2t(r(n) + 1
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§1.3 The Value Of 6(n)/tcr(n)
Let n be a t-practical number , teN . We shall define
0(n)
St(n) - -------  .
to-(n)
As we mentioned in section 1.1 , j3(n) = a(n) when n is a practical 
number i.e when t = l.This implies that S^n) = o:(n)/o‘(n) . In [2] 
Stewart showed that the values of S  ^(n) are dense on the interval 
(o,1]. We have (3(n) = ta(n) for any t-practical number n in At
A result similar to that of Stewart in [2] can be proved for
Sf-(n) , where n is a t-practical number. So for that we shall need the
following ;
Lemma 1.3.1
If p is a prime such that p > tcr(n) , t > 1, then
(3(pn) = f3(n){/3(n) + 2} .
Proof
We have that every sum of divisors of pn is of the form
m = m.,p + m 2 ,
where m 1 and m 2 are either zero or sum of divisors of n with at most
t repetitions . Therefore
o < m 1 < max. [[ H r  3 , t<r(n)]
and
o < m 2 < ttr(n)
This shows that the maximum value of m 2 is equal to tor(n) . Since
p > tcr(n) , then no two of these m can be equal unless they have the
same m t and m 2 . We have that the number of choices of each m 1 and m 2 
is /?(n) + 1 . Therefore
0(pn) = <0(n) + 1 )2 - 1 = n){0(n) + 2} ,
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which is the required result .
Theorem 1.3.1
The values of St(n) form a dense set on the interval [o,l] .
Proof
Consider x and y to be real numbers such that o < x < y < l  .We
seek an integer k such that x < St(k) < y . We write k in the form
k = pn , n is in At , where p > tcr(n) so that by applying Lemma 1.3.1
0(pn) |S(n) {(8(n) + 2}
St(k) = St(pn) = -------- -   .
t(r(pn) t(p + l)cr(n)
Since |3(n) = tcr(n) follows from neAt,we have that
t<r(n) {tcr(n) + 2} (to-(n) + 2}
St (pn) “ -------------------- =   .
t(p + l)(r(n) (p + 1)
Put u = 1/y , u ( l + e ) = u + u e =  1/x , e > o . We need to find n and
p so that
u{t<r(n) + 2) < p + 1 < u{ttr(n) + 2} (1 + e) .
It follows from Lemma 1.1.4, that ther are arbitrarily large numbers
in Af- . So , by using Cahen-Stieltjes Theorem (see[8]),for any e > o 
and sufficiently large v = u(to~(n) + 2} there exists at least one 
prime p such that
utto'(n) + 2} - 1 < p < v(l + e) - 1 - e <v(l + e)
i . e
u{ta(n) + 2} < p + 1 < u{t<r(n) + 2}(1 + e) .
Since u > 1 and (p + 1) < t(p + 1) ,
u{ttr(n) + 2} < t(p + 1) < u{tcr(n) + 2}(1 + e),
and such a prime p satisfies the condition p > tcr(n) .This ends the
proof .
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For the non-practical numbers , we let n be any non-practical. 
Then n is either of the form
n - m pxax . . . p ^  , k > 1 (1)
where aj > 1  , (m,pj) = 1 , (1 < j < k) , P]_ < P2 < ■ • • < Pk anc3 111 > 1
is a practical number such that pi > <r(m) + l,or n is of the form
n = m.pa , a > 1 (2)
where p > cr(m) + 1 .
We shall consider the integers n having the form (2) . Then n(n)
will be determined in the following ;
Lemma 1.3.2
Let n = m.pa , a > 1 , (p,m) = 1 with m > 1 a practical number
satisfying p > tr(m) + 1 . Then
a(n) = {(r(m) + l)}a+3- - 1 .
Proof
Suppose that n = m.pa , a > 1 , (m,p) - 1 and m > 1 is a
practical number such that p > <x(m) + 1 . We have
o*(n) = cr(m) .o-(pa)
cr(n) = <r(m). (1 + p + ... +pa) .
Then any sum of divisors of n will be of the form
D = m Q + m,p + ... + mapa , (3)
where o < m d < (r(m) , (o < i < a), Since p > tr(m) + 1 , then no two
of these D given in (3) are equal unless they have the same m-^  , The
number of the choices of each m^ is equal a(m) + 1.Since the number 
of mi is a + l.Then the number of the possible choice of D given in
(3), excluding D = o ,is
a(n) = la(m) + l}a+l - 1 .
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Since m is a practical number ,oi(n0 = <r(m) . Hence
a(n) = (o'(m) + l}a+l - 1 
which is the required result .
Now , we prove the following 
Theorem 1.3.2
Let n = m.pa , a > 1 ,(p,m) = 1  with m > 1 a practical number 
satisfying p > (r(m) + 1 . Then S 1 (n) form a dense value on the
interval (o,l) .
Proof
Let n — m,pa , a > 1 , (p^) = 1 and m > 1 be a practical number 
such that p > o-(m) + 1 . Then from Lemma 1.3.2 ,
a(n) = {(r(m) + l}a+l - 1 .
Therefore
(<r(m) + l}a+1 - 1 
S,(n) = --------------------
0'(mpa)
{(r(m) + l}a+l - 1
S, (n) = ------------------------
o-(m) (1 + p + . . .+ pa)
Put N = cr(m) + l,so that N - 1 = (r(m) . Then
f$a+l _ i
Si(n) = ------------------------
(N — 1)(1 + p + ... + pa)
(N - 1)(Na + N3”1 + ... + 1)
Sl(n) - -------------------------------
(N - 1)(1 + p + ... + pa)
Therefore
(Na + Na_1 + ... + 1 )
S 1 (n) = ------------------------- . (4)
(1 + p + ... + pa)
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Now ,we need to show that such a prime p and integer N given in
(4) exist with o < S.,(n) < 1 . From [8] , we have for any e > o
and sufficiently large N that such a prime p exists so that
N < p < (1 + e)N
Hence
N 2 < p 2 < (1 + e )N2
(5)
Na < pa < (1 + e)a Na
Thus (5) implies that
1 + N +...+ Na < 1 + p + . ..+ pa < 1 + (1 + e)N +. . . + ( l + O a Na
i . e
1 + N + ...+ Na < 1 + p + ...+ pa < (1 + N + ...+ Na)(l+e)a , (6)
So , from (6) we obtain
1
< S^n) < 1
(1 + e)'
1
where -----  > o since (1 + e)a > 1 . Hence our result follows .
( l + O a
It follows from Lemma 1.3.2, and for m = 1 , that a(n) = 3 
represents the smallest value a(n). In this case , Theorem 1.3.2, 
implies that S^n) = 3/cr(n) . Therefore S ^ n )  > o as n -- > oo
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§1.4 Structure Theorem For E*
Let* 0 be the set of all odd integers and 0* the subset of 0 which
contains all integers n > 5 satisfying the condition
£r(n) - a(n) = 2 (1)
where <r(n) represents the sum of all positive divisors of n,a(n) the
number of all positive integers m , o < m < (r(n) having the form
m = la^ d . a^ = o , 1 . (2)
d|n
B.M.Stewart[2] showed that the first integer having this property is 
n = 945 . He introduced a necessary condition for these integers n 
which satisfies (1) when he proved that n is a multiple of 15 .We 
arrange the r divisors of n = 15T , as follows;
d1 = l < d 2 = 3 < d 3 = 5 <  ... < d r = 15T .
By setting a£ to be the first i divisors of n = 15T Stewart[2] proved
the following results ;
Theorem 1.4.If 21
Necessary and sufficient conditions that n = 15T belongs to 0* 
are,for i > 3 , either
(i) di+l < °i “ 2 » di+l * <>i - 4 ,
or (ii) di+1 = a ± - 2 , di+2 - <r± -  2 .
As a consequence of Theorem 1.4.1 , he proved the following :
Theorem 1.4.2T21
If n belongs to 0* and p is an odd prime,then n* = np belongs to 
0*, if and only if
2p — o*(n) - 2 , 2p ^ o*(n) - 4
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Corollarv 1.4.1T21
If the prime p divides n and n belongs to then n ‘= np belongs
to 0*.
A fair question arises :"Are there any even integers n satisfying
(1) given above" ? The answer is " Yes " since e.g. n = 70 ,350....
does satisfy condition (1) . So , we shall consider the set E of all
even integers n . Define E* to be a subset of E which contains all
integers n satisfying (1) .
The necessary and sufficient conditions for any integer n 
to belong to E* are determined in the following result ;
Theorem 1.4.3
Let n = mp^,..p^ , be an integer with pj primes such that 
(pj,m)=l,(1< j < k) , Pi < P2 < • ■ • < Pk i and with m > 1 a practical 
number . Then n belongs to E* if and only if,for k > 2 ,
PI = o-(m) + 2 ,
PI < P2 < 2P1 ~ 1 >
and
Pj+2 < °'(mPl-P2 ■ • ■ Pj+l) + 1  » 1 < j < k - 2 .
Proof
Let n = mpi ... p^ belong to E* . Since m > 2 is a practical
number then every integer from 1 up to cr(m) is of the form
Id , (3)
d|n
and pi > 5 . It follows also from m being a practical part of n andrv 
belonging to E* that
PI = cr(m) + 2 . (4)
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For if p > c(in) + 2 , then we have at least four integers in the
interval [l,cr(n)] such as (r(m) + 1 , (r(m) + 2 , n - O'(m) + 1 and 
n - (7(111) + 2 which defy representation by the form (3) . Hence (4)is 
necessary for n to be in E*.
If n belongs to E* and k = 1 , then since n = mpi is an even
integer all the divisors of n can be given in the following ascending 
order
1 , 2 , . . . , m ( p! , 2pi ,..., n .
Since neE* it follows from the order of the divisors that we must 
have
2pi < cr(m) + pi + 1 .
But this inequality implies that pi < (7(m) + 1 which means n = mpi is 
a practical number (see Lemma 1.1.4) . Further , since pi = (r(m) + 2 
then
2pi > o*(m) + pi + 1 , 
and this implies that cr(m) + pi + 1 = u does not have the form (3) 
i.e n not in E* a contradicton . Therefore we need to have k > 2 and 
p 2 satisfying
Pi < P2 < 2P1
i . e
Pi < P2 < 2P1 “ 1 ■
Therefore
Pi < P2 < ^C111) + Pi + !
Thus, every integer in the range [(r(m) + 2 , (j(mpiP2 ) ] can be written 
in the form (3) . So, all primes pj , j = 3,...,k must satisfy the
condition
Pj+2 < °'(mPlP2 ■ • -Pj+l) + 1 . (1 < j < k“2).
Otherwise Pj+2 > cr(mPlP2* • *Pj+l) + ^ implies that n/E’*.
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Conversely , suppose that n = mpiP2 . . . Pk , such that m > 2 is a 
practical number k > 2,satisfying
pp = (r(m) + 2 
PI < P2 < 2pi - 1
and
Pj+2 < cr(mpiP2. . -Pj+l) + 1 ,  1 < j < k - 2.
Then every integer in the interval [l,o*(n)] , except cr(m) + 1 and
o“(n) - (o*(m) + 1 ) )  , is of the form (3) .Hence n is in E* which ends
the proof .
Corollary 1.4.2
For any integer n in E* the practical part m of n is of the form
m »  2a (qiai..,qrar)2 , a > 1 , a* > o ,
where q^ are primes such that qi < q2 <...< qr for all i,(l < i < r).
Proof
Let n be any integer in E* , then from Theorem 1.4.3 , we have
n = mpip2 ...pfc , k > 2 
where pi < P 2 < ... < Pk are primes such that (pj,m) = 1  ,
(1 < j < k), m ) 2 is a practical number satisfying the conditions
Pl = cr(m) + 2 
PI < p2 < 2pi - 1
and
Pj+2 < 0'(mPlP2-• «Pj+l) + 1 * (1 < j < k-2) .
Since m > 2 then pi > 5 and this implies that cr(m) is an odd integer.
Since m is a practical number it follows from Stewart's result in [2]
that m is of the form
m = 2aqi°i...qrcx » a > 1 , ci > o ,
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where are primes such that 2 < q^ < ... < qr , qi ^ Pj for all i
and j , qq < a(2a) + 1, and
qi+1 < 0'(2 aq1cl. . .qici) + 1 , (1 < i < r-1) .
We have
O-(m) - <j(2aq1c1 . . .qrcr)
= d(2a) .0-(qici. . .qrcr)
<r(m) = (2a+1 - 1)(1 + qi +...+ qici>...(1 + qr +...+ qrcr)
i. e
<r(m) = (2a+l -l)n(l + qi +...+ qici) , 
l<i<r
where (2a+l -1) is odd for any a , a > 1, since cr(m) is odd as we
mentioned above . Then n(l + q^ +...+ qici) is either equal to one or
l<i<r
is an odd integer.This require that either c^ = o or that c^ is an
even integer respectively i.e c^ = 2a^ , a^ > o . This implies that m
is of the form
m = 2a(q1a1 ...qrar)2 , 
which is the required form . This ends the proof.
Now , we shall need the following definition.
Definition 1.4.1
A prime p is called close to n, (p,n) = l,if p < <r(n) + 1 .
Otherwise p is not close to n .
Let r = d(n) be the number of all positive divisors d^ of n ,
1 < i < r . We denote cr^  to be the sum of the first i of the r
divisors of n , n = mp^...p^ , k > 2. Further results related to the
integers of E* will be given in the following :
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Theorem 1.4.4
If n = mpi, . .pjj. , m > 1 is the practical part of n , (pi,m) = 1 , 
(1 < i < k) , pi c P 2 <. . .<Pk are primes not close to m . Then 
necessary and suficient conditions that n belongs to E* are that for 
i > d(m) + 2 either
(i) di+i < cri - (pi - 1) , di+i * oi - 2(pi - 1)
or (ii) di+i = “ 2(pi - 1) , di+2 - ffi - pi .
Proof
We have that m > 2 is a practical number i.e every integer from 1 
up to o~(m) is representable in terms of n,and i > d(m) + 2 > 4 .
It follows that the ascending order of all positive divisors of 
n = mpi«.,pk can be given as
1 = dx < d2 = 2 <...<di_2 = m < di_x = px < di = p2 <•.-<dr= n.
Let n = mpi  ^pi- belong to E*. Then from Theorem 1.4.3 , we have
k > 2,
PI = a(m) + 2 
PI < p2 < 2p! - 1
and
Pj+2 < tKmpi- ■ -Pj+1> + 1  » (1 < j < k - 2) .
If d-i+i > (7i - (pi - 1) , then L = (7i - (pi - 1) defies 
representation in terms of n . If di+i = (7i - 2(pi -1) we get that
L - (7i - (pi - 1) = di+i + (pi - 1) ,
also defies representation with respect to n , unless di+ 2 = (7i - pi- 
Hence our conditions (i) or (ii) are necessary for n to be in E* when 
i > d(m) + 2 , where d(m) is the number of all positive divisors of m.
Conversely , suppose that (i) or (ii) hold when i > d(m) + 2.
We proceed by induction on i . When d(m) + 2 < i < r - l  and
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(P1 - 1) < x < a± - (pi - 1) ,
then either
x = Ed , 
d m
with d < di distinct positive divisors of n , or
x = <t±-i ~ (p! - 1) = di + (pi - 1) .
The hypothesis hold when i = d(m) + 2. Since
01-1 ” PI “ di+l * 0"i-l " <P1 " 1) “ di+l + 1. 
follows from (ii) , then
x = <ri_i - (pi - 1) = di + (pi - 1) = di+1 + 1 . (4)
By considering y such that (pi - 1) < y < o*i+i - (pi - 1),we have the
following cases ;
(I) y < 0*1 - (pi - 1) . Put y = x .Using the induction hypothesis 
we can then write
y = Id 
d m
with d < di+i distinct positive divisors of n .
(II) 0*1 - (pi - 1) < y < o*i+i " (Pi -1) • fiy writing
y = di+l + x (5>
with o < x < 0*1 - (pi - 1),it follows from the induction hypothesis,
(unless x = pi - 1 or x = di+i + 1 = di + (pi - 1)= <ri_i - (pi - 1)),
that
y = Id , 
d m
with d < di+i distinct positive divisors of n . The case when
x = di+i + 1 = di + (pi - 1) = o*i_i - (pi - 1) ,
implies that
y = di+i + o*i_i -(pi - 1) .
This follows from (4) and (5) . Using (ii) , then
y = di+l " (Pi - 1) + o*i_i = o*i_i + dt - 1 = o*i - 1 ,
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and this shows that y is representable in terms of n. If we have 
x = pi - i } then
a± _ (pi _ !) < y = di+1 + (P1 _ !) .
So, from condition (i) we have
di+l + (PI - 1) < <Ti ,
and
op - ( pi - 1 ) < y - di+p + (pp - 1) < a± , (6)
where (6) shows that
y  =  c r ±  , ( T ±  -1, . . . .ffi - (pi - 2) or op -  (pp - 1)
Since o*p > cr(m) + pp + P2 and pp = a*(m) + 2 , where m is a practical
number, then all values of y given by
y = °i » °i “ 1 » • • * ’ ^i “ CPI - 2) ,
are representable with respect to n. The case when y = o*i - (pp - 1)
follows from (ii) which implies that
y = 0*1 - (pi - 1) = di+2 + 1 ,
which is also representable in terms of n. Therefore the induction
steps for i+1 are satisfied. On the other hand we showed that every 
integer q such that (pp - 1) < q < o*(n) - (pp - 1) is a sum of 
distinct positive divisors of n. Since m is a practical number , it 
follows that every integer from tr(n) - cr(m) up to <r(n) is 
representable in terms of n. Hence n = mpp. • - Pk belongs to E* and 
this completes the proof .
In Stewart's result [2] all integers n in 0* are multiples of 15 
and therefore pp > 3 for any integer n. So, the practical part m of 
each integer n in 0* will be m = 1 since 1 is the only odd practical
number( see[2] ), This shows that the condition pp = c(m) + 2 and
Pl c P2 < 2pp - 1 hold for any integer n in 0* ,
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It follows also that Theorem 1.4.4 does not imply 
Theorem 1.4.1[2] since pp > 5 when n is in E* as we showed above and 
this shows that (ii) of Theorem 1.4.4, does not imply condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1.4.1[2].
In view of Theorem 1.4.4, we have the following ;
Theorem 1.4.5
If n = mpi. .pk belongs to E* and p is an odd prime , then np = n* 
belongs to E* if and only if
p < <r(n) - (pp - 1) .
Proof
Let n' = np belong to E* and denote by or^ 1 and dp' the partial 
sums and the divisors of n' respectively. We have that all divisors 
of n' which are not divisors of n are multiples of pa+l , where 
n = pab , a > o and (p,b) = 1.
Suppose that the first r divisors of n 1 coincide with those of n 
for which dp = dp’ , r > i , r > d(m) + 2. So , the conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 1.4.4 , will carry over to n' = np for 
d(m) + 2 < i < r .
Now , we shall consider the cases with r < s < u , where
ds ^ < V  < du+l < ds+l •
Since n belong to E* it follows from Theorem 1.4.4 ,that
du+l' < ds+l < <Ls “ (PI “ !) < ^s + Pa+1 “ 2<P1 - 1) < O'u'- 2(P1-1)- 
Therefore condition (i) of Theorem 1.4.4, holds for n 1 and u. Further 
we consider the cases in which
n < du' < du+l' < n ’ ■ (7)
n 1
Then d^+p =  ---- , where dj < p . Therefore dj in follows from (7) .
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n
When -----  > P2 , then < P2 -By applying Theorem 1,4.4 to n for
dj
i > d(m) + 2 we have
n n n n n
  < ----  <crp-(pp - 1 )< o*(n)-(---  +   + .. .+ ----  )- (Pl “ 1)
p2 dj dp d2 dj
i . e
n n n n
  < <r(n)-(  + -----  +....+ ----- ) - (pp - 1) . (8)
dj dp d2 dj
Multiplying (8) by p we get
pn pn pn pn
  < po-(n) - (  +   + . .+ ) - p(pp - 1) .
dj dp d2 dj
pn
Since pn = n' and ---- = d ^ p  , then
dj
n' n* n'
du+p^ po-(n) - (  +   +. .+ - ) - p(pp - 1)
dp d2 dj
n' n' n'
du+p^ pcr(n) + tr(b)-(---- +------ +. . .+------) - p(pp - 1), (9)
dl d2 dj
and (9) shows that condition (i) of Theorem 1.4.4 holds for n* and u 
It remains to consider the cases when du+p* = p , pm , or 
p(pp.-Pic) , (k > 2), with n < du+p* . From these cases we shall have 
the following ;
(I) If we have
pm < n < p(pp...pk) ,
then
n
P < ----  < <r(n) - (pp - 1)
m
since n belongs to E* . Therefore
dj+l = P<P1- • -Pk> < + P + pm - (pp - 1) = cru ' - (pp - 1) ,
so condition (i) of Theorem 1.4.4 , holds for n' and u .
(II) If p < n < pm or n < p , then the condition
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du+l* = pm < o-(n) + p - (pp - 1) = cru ' — (pp - 1) ,
is necessary for n' to be in E* . It follows from (ii) of
Theorem 1.4.4, that
pm = du+1' - du+2' - (pp - 2 ) - o-u ' - 2(pp - 1) . 
Therefore condition (i) of Theorem 1.4.4, must hold with 
pm * cr(n) + p - 2(pp - 1) .
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 1.4.4,are necessary .
Conversely , suppose that (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1.4.4, holds .
Then
du+l'= P(Pl---Pk) < °’<n ) + P +Pm “ 2<P1 ~ !) = ^u' " 2<P1 ~ x>»
and if n < p , then the condition
d^+p* = p < cr(n) - 2(pp - 1) , 
holds . Thus, for i > d(m) + 2 the condition (i) or (ii) holds and
hence n* belongs to E* which completes the proof .
Corollary 1.4.3
If n = mpp. . .pk belongs to E* and p is an odd prime dividing n 
and not dividing the practical part m of n,then np=n' belongs to E*.
Proof
Let n = mpp. . .pk belongs to E*,with k > 2, (p,,m)=l, (l<j<k) ,and
s3
m > 2 the practical part of n. Then by Theorem 1,4.3, m satisfies the 
conditions
pp = cr(m) + 2 ,
PI < P2 < 2P1 ” 1
and
pj+ 2 < o-(mpp. . .pj+p) + 1  , (1 < j < k - 2) .
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If p divides m , then m' = mp will be a practical number and this
implies that cr(m) + l < o ‘(m') + 1  , i.e
pp < o-(m' ) + 1
Since pp = o'(m) + 2,this will makes n* = np a practical number .
Therefore p must be a pp, (1 < i < k) . Since pp > 5 ,then p is odd.
We have that
p + (pp - 1) < p(pp-.-Pk) < o-(n) 
p < o-(n) - (pp - 1) , (10)
and (10) shows that the condition of Theorem 1.4.5 , holds . Hence
n 1 = np belongs to E* which ends the proof .
One can deduce from Theorem 1.4.4, that the first integer
belonging to E* is n = 2.5.7 = 70, which represents the smallest
integer in E*. It follows from Theorem 1.4.5, Corollary 1.4.2 , and 
Corollary 1.4.3, that any integer in E* has a general form given by
n = mppbp. . .pk\  , (11)
with k > 2 ,  bj > 1  , (1 < j < k) , pj are primes such that (pj,m) — 1
5 < pp < P 2 < ... < Pk ,satisfying
pp == O’(m) + 2
PI c p2 < 2pi - i ,
Pj+2 < o-(mpp. . .pj+p) + 1  , (1 < j < k - 2),
and m > 1 is a practical number of the form
m - 2 a(q1a1 ,..qrar) 2 , (1 2 )
where a > l  , a p > o  , (1 < i < r) , and qp ^ pj for all i and j .
Further examples can be given to show that the first eight 
integers n in E* which satisfy the conditions are those when m = 2, 
8,18,72 128,196,200 and 288,where the odd part of m is a perfect 
square.The prime pp which corresponds to these values of m are :
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pp = 5 , 17 , 41 , 197 , 257 , 401 , 467 , and 821 respectively .
We have the following result ;
Theorem 1.4.6
There are infinitely many integers n in E* .
Theorem 1.4.6 , will follow since for any integer
n = mppap..-Pk^k i(k > 2),in E* where p is a prime such that
n < p < o*(n) + 1, then np^ , fi > 1 also belongs to E* by
Theorem 1.4.3 . Hence there are infinitely many integers of the form
np^ . For example n = 70 is in E* and for any prime p , say p = 73
and 70 < p < c(70) + 1, n = 70(73)^ is also in E* and hence there are
infinitely many integers of the form n = (70)(73)^ , k > 1 .
We established a program written in Fortran 77 , which can be
used to produce any integer n in E*. This can be done by considering 
the conditions satisfying n given in (11) above. The program also can 
be used to examine whether an integer n belongs to E* or not by 
providing us with integers in [l,o'(n)] which are not representable in 
terms of n .
The integers n = 2.5.11 , 8.17.37 , 18.41,83 , 2 7.257.521 
does not belong to E*, since there are more than two integers in
[l,{r(n)] which defy representation in terms of n .
The following program mentioned below is applied for the number 
n = 8.17.19 , which has 16 divisors :
READ A(16) ,N
OPEN (10,FILE - 'DS2')
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DO 30 I = 1 , 5400 
L - 1 
M = 1
9 READ (10, * , END = 25) (A(J), J = 1 , 16)
11 N = I
DO 20 J = L , 16 
1F(N . GE .A(J)) THEN 
N = N - A(J)
IF(N . LE . 0 .) GO TO 25
IF((N .GE .1) AND . (J . EQ .16)) THEN
REWID 10
L = 1
READ (10 , * , END = 25 ) (A(J) , J = 1 , 16)
S - A(M)
A(M) = A(M + 1)
A(M + 1) = S 
M = M + 1
IF(M . EQ . 15) THEN 
WRITE(* , 18)1 
18 FORMAT (10X , 16 ,2X , 'IS NOT REPRESENTABLE ') 
GO TO 30 
END IF 
GO TO 11 
END IF 
END IF 
20 CONTINUE 
25 REWID 10 
30 CONTINUE
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STOP
END
Finally we conclude that the set M* = E* u 0* represents the 
complete set of all integers n satisfying the condition
<j(n) - of(n) = 2
A further result related to the properties of the integers of E* is
given in the following ;
Theorem 1.4.7
For any integer n = mp^a .^ . . Pkak -*-n
o/n) 3 p]_ + 1 '
  >   --------
n 2 L p^ - 1/2 .
Proof
Suppose that n = mp^i. . . Pkak E*. Then by Theorem 1.4.3,
k > 2  , aj > 1  , (1 < j < k) and m > 2 is a practical number such
that
p^ = a(m) + 2 ,
PI < p2 < 2pi - 1 ,
and
Pj+2 < o-Cmpx^. . .pj+1aj+1) , (1 < j < k-2) .
So , we have
a(n) £r(m) (r(piai. . -Pkak) 
n m P ^ l - ' - P k ^
i . e
(r(n) o/m)
  > -----  (1 + 1/Pi) (1 + l/p2) • (13)
n m
Since m > 2 is a practical number,from [4] we have
a/m) > 2m - 1
Therefore
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cr(m) 1
  > (2 -   ).
m m
1 3
Since m > 2 , then (2 - ---- ) >   . Therefore (13) becomes
m
cr(n) 3
  > --- (1 + 1/Pi) d  + 1/ P2>
n 2
We have < p 2 < 2p^ — 1. So
(14)
(1 + 1/P2) > (1 +
2pq - 1
) •
Using (15) in (14) get
(15)
<r( n) 3 1
  > --- (1 + 1/Pl) (1 +---------
n 2 2pq — 1
<r(n) Pl + 1
PI “ 1/2Jn 2
which is the required result .
Further properties for the integers of E* will be investigated in 
the next section.
§1.5 Some General Results On The t-Practical Numbers 
In this section we shall prove some results on the 
t-practical numbers n having the form
n = mpq^. , .pkak , k > 1 , aj > 1 , 
where m is a practical number and pj are distinct primes such that 
(pj,m) = 1 , and (1 < j < k) .
We shall prove the following result
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Theorem 1.5.1
Let n be an integer of the form
n = mpiai . . ,  k > 1 , aj > 1 , 
where Pi < P2 < 2pi - 1 , (pj ,m) = 1 for all j ,(l<j<k),and m is a 
practical number satisfying
Pl < O'(m) + s , 1 < s < o-(m)
and
Pj+2 < crCmPlal- ■ *Pj+laj+l) + 1 * (Kj< k“2)
is Is
Then n*either a practical number orAin A 2 .
Proof
Suppose that n = mpiai . . .p^k , k > 1 , aj > 1 , (pj ,ra) = 1 for 
all j , (l<j< k) , pi < P 2 < 2pi,and m > 1 is a practical number 
satisfying
Pl < <r(m) + s , 1 < s < <r(m) , (1)
and
Pj +2 < a'(mPlal- ■ -Pj+laj+l) + 1 » (l<j<k-2). (2)
Since m a practical number every integer from 1 up to o'(m) is of the 
form
Id . 
d | n
If s = 1 in (1) , then pi < o^m) + 1 . So, by Theorem 1,1.1[2]
mpiai is a practical number. We have pi < p£ < 2pi - l,so
P2 < 2pi - 1 <2jtr(m) + 1 .
Since s =1 and pp = (r(m) + 1 , then pi > 2. Therefore
P2 <2o*(m) + 1 < o_(mpiai) + 1
i. e
P2 < <KmPlal) + 1 (3)
Therefore (3) implies that mpiaiP2a2 is a practical number by
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Theorem 1.1.1[2] . So , from (2) and (3) we obtain
pj < cr(mpiai.. .pj_iaj_i) + 1 , (l<j<k), (4)
and by Theorem 1.1.1[2] (4) implies that n is a practical number . 
If 1 < s < o*(m) , then from (1) we have
P l  =  <j(m) +  s 
P l  <  2cr(m)
i . e
P l  <  2<r(m) +  1 . (5)
So, by Lemma 1.1.4 , mpiai belong to A 2 . Since Pi < P2 < 2pi - 1 ,
then from (5) we get
P2 < 2pi - 1 < 4o"(m) + 1
P 2 < 4cr(m) + 1
Since s > 1 and pi = (r(m) + s , then pi > 3 and therefore
P2 < 4a (m) + 1 < a(mpiai) + 1 , ai > 1 .
Therefore
P2 < <7(mpiai) + 1 . (6)
So, by (2) and (6) we get
pj+1 < cr(mpiai. . .pjaj) + 1 , (l<j<k-l) . (7)
Thus, from (5) and (7) we conclude that n is in A 2 by Lemma 1.1.4, 
and this completes the proof .
In Theorem 1.5.1, take s = 2 and m > 1. Then all the integers n 
are in where M* = E* u 0* (see Theorem 1.4.3 and [2]). Therefore 
Theorem 1.5.1, implies that every integer in belongs to A 2. The 
converse is not true since for instance n = 10 is in A 2 but 
10 is not in M* .
Now , we prove the following result ;
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Theorem 1.5.2
Let neA2 be a non-practical number having the form
n = 2ap!ai...prar , a > 1 , a£ > 1 , (8)
where p^ are primes such that 2 < p^ <. . .< pr . Then nk , k > 2 , is
a practical number .
Proof
Let n be a non-practical number in A 2 having the form (8) . Then 
there exists a prime p-j_ , (1 < i < r) , such that
Pi > a(2aPlal-•*Pi-lai-l) + 1 (9)
Otherwise pj_ < a(2aPiai ...Pi-iai-i) + 1 implies that n is a practical 
number giving a contradiction.So,if n is in A 2 then for any i,(l<i<r) 
the fact that p^ satisfies the condition
Pi < 2<r(2ap1aT. . -Pi-T3!-!) + 1 , (l<i<r), (10)
follows from Lemma 1.1.4 . From (9) and (10) we have
^ ( ^ p i 3!. . -Pi-lai-i) + 1 < Pi <2a(2ap1a1 . . + 1 .
Since
2a(2apiai _ . .Pi-lai-l) + 1 < tr(2kapikai . . .p-{_„ikai„i) + 1 , 
where k > 2,then
Pi < 2tr(2ap^a1 . . •Pi-1ai-1)+l < <r(2kap1ka1 ...p1_1ka1_1) + 1, (11) 
and by Theorem 1.1.1[2], (11) implies that nk , (k > 2), is a
practical number which ends the proof .
Since all integers of E* are even (see Theorem 1.4.3) and by
Theorem 1.5.1,every integer of E* is in A 2,it follows from
Theorem 1.5.2 ,that for any integer neE* and any k > 2, nk is
a practical number .
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Theorem 1.5.3
Let n be an integer of the form
n - mp^x. . .pkak , k > 1 , aj > 1 ,
where (pj ,m) = 1 for all j ,(1<j<k),and m > 1 is a practical number
satisfying px = tr(m) + s , cr(m) < s < px - 1 ,
and
Pj+1 < o-(mpxai-.-Pjaj) + 1 » (Kj<k-1) .
Then n either belongs to At with t = (px - l)/2 or to A t with 
t - px - 1.
Proof
Suppose that n = mpxax-■-Pkak , k > 1 , aj > 1 , (pj,m) = 1 ,
(l<j<k) and m is a practical number satisfying
PX = o'(ni) + s , a(m) < s < px - 1 , (12)
and
Pj+X < a(mpxax-• -Pjaj> + 1 • (l<j<k-l) . (13)
Since m is practical then any integer in the interval [l,a(m)] 
is of the form
Id . (14)
d|n
It follows from (12) and (13) that the integers
a(m) + 1  , . . . , or(m) + (s - 1) , (s>l) ,
and
<r(n) - (tr(m) + 1)) , . . . ,a(n) - (<r(m) + (s - 1)) ,
defy representation by the form (14). Hence n is a non-practical
number. Since a(m) < s < px - 1, then we can write s as
s = r(px - 2) + fi , (15)
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where o < fi < px ~ 1 and o < r < <r(m) . So, if J2 = o , (15) becomes
s = r(px - 2) 
and since r < a(m) - 1, then
s < (P1 - 2)(a(m) -1) . (16)
Since px = c(m) + s,from (16) we get
PX < o-(m) + (px - 2) (<r(m) - 1)
Pl < (Pl - l)o-(m) - px + 2
i. e
2pi < (Pl - l)o'(m) + 2 ,
and hence
Pl - 1
PX < (------- )o‘(m) + 1 . (17)
2
Since s > 1 , m > 1 and px = c(m) + s, then px > 5. Therefore
(PX - l)/2 > 1. Put t = (px - l)/2.Then (17) becomes
Pl ^ to'C111) + 1 • (18)
So , by Lemma 1.1.4 , (18) implies that mpxax (al > 1) belongs to At ,
where t — (px - l)/2 . From (13) and (18) we may have
pj < ta(mpxax-•-Pj-iaj-i) + 1 , (l<j<k), (19)
and by Lemma 1.1.4 , (19) implies that n belongs to At with 
t = (Pi - l)/2 .
If o < Q. < px - 1 , then Q. < pi - 2 and hence (15) becomes
s < (px - 2) (cr(m) - 1) + (px - 2)
i. e
s < (pi - 2)a(m) . (20)
Since pi = c(m) + s ,from (20) we get
PX < (r(m) + (px -2)a(m)
Pl < (Pl “ l)<r(ni) .
Therefore
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Pl < (Pl “ l)o'(m) + 1 . (21)
Thus, (21) implies that mpxax ,(a^>l),is in At with t = p^ - 1
(see Lemma 1.1.4).So,from (13) and (21) we obtain
Pj < to-(mp1a1 . , * pj —laj —l) + 1 ,(l<j<k-l), (22)
where t = px - 1 . Therefore (22) implies that n belongs to At by
Lemma 1.1.4 and this completes the proof .
Theorem 1.5.4
Let n be an integer having the form
n = mP1a1 ...Pkak > aj > 1 , k > 1 ,
where (pj,m) = 1, pj < pj+1 < 2pj - 1 for any j ,(l<j<k), and
m > 2 is a practical number satisfying
PX = o"(m) + s , 1 < s < <r(m) . (23)
Then n is a sum of two practical numbers .
Proof
Suppose that n = mpxax-.-Pkak , k > 1 , aj > 1 , (pj,m) = 1
(l<j<k),with m > 2 being the practical part of n satisfying
PX - c(m) + s , 1 < s < c(m) and
Pj < Pj+X < 2Pj “ 1 • (24)
Then n is an even integer since any practical number m > 1 is even 
(see [2]). It follows from (23)that there are some integers in the
interval [l,n] such as tr(m) + l J...,o’(m) + (s - 1) , (s>l) , which
cannot be represented by the form
Id . (25)
d m
Hence n is a non-practical number.Using condition (23) we can write n 
as
n - m(cr(m) + s)pxax_1 -P2&2 • *-Pkak > al “ 1 > 0 »
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n = mo-(m)p1a1-1 .p2a2. •-Pk^ + msPlal_1-P2a2 ••-Pkak • 
Let n 1 = mcr(m)pxai“^-P2a2 • • -Pkak anc  ^n 2 = msPlal~^ *P2a2 • ■ -Pk^- To 
complete the proof we will show that both n, and n 2 are practical 
numbers.For n 1 we write ar(m) = Px - s.Therefore n n will be of the 
form
n 1 = m(px - s)pxax_1.P2a2-•-Pkak •
Since
PX - s < o-(m) + 1 , (26)
then by Corollary 1.1.1, m(px -s) is a practical number. Since 
1 < s < o'(m) then from (26) we get
PX < <Km) + s + 1 ,
where s < a(m). Therefore
PX < 2cr(m) + 1 . (27)
We have m > 2 and px - s = cr(m) , where (r(m) > 3 . Then from (27) we 
obtain
PX < 2o-(m) < o-(m(px - s)) + 1 
Hence m(px — s)PXal is a practical number by Theorem 1.1.1[2], Since 
m(px - s) is practical it follows that m(px “ s ) Pxal_ "^ i-s also a 
practical number. From (24) we have px < Pj+1 < 2px -l.Then 
by (27) we get
P2 < 4cr(m) - 1 < tr(m(px - s)) , (28)
where (px - s) > 3. Therefore m(px - s)p2a2 . (a-2 > 1 )  , is a
practical number by Theorem 1.1.1[2]. Hence m(px - s)Plal-^*P2a2 
is a practical number . We have pj < Pj+x ^ 2Pj ~ T • Then by (28) 
and for any j , we can get
Pj+1 < 2Pj - 1 < tr(m(px - s)pxax_1-P2a2-•-Pjaj ) +
and this last inequality implies that n 1 is a practical number (see 
Theorem 1.1.1[2]).
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Cons ider n 2 = msp^a^~-L-P2a2 ■ • -Pk^ ■ Then since 1 < s < ^(m) 
we shall have
s < a-(m) + 1 . (29)
Hence ms is a practical number (see Corollary 1.1.1).It follows from 
(29) that
s = pi - o'(m) < cr(m) + 1
Therefore
p^ < 2{r(m) + 1 < (r(ffls) + 1 . (30)
Thus, msp^a^ is a practical number by Theorem 1.1.1[2]. Hence 
msp^a]_~l ,(a^-1) > o , is also a practical number since ms is
practical.Since pj < Pj+i < 2pj - l,using (30),for any j we obtain
Pj+1 < 2pj - 1 < o-(msp1a1“1 .p2a2 . • -Pjaj) + 1 » (l<j<k-l). 
Therefore n 2 is a practical number (see Theorem 1.1.1[2]). Hence n is 
a sum of two practical numbers and this completes the proof .
Taking s = 2 in Theorem 1,5.4, Then by Theorem 1.4.3, n in E*. 
Therefore Theorem 1.5.4, shows that any integer in E* which satisfy 
(24) is a sum of two practical numbers .
§1.6 Results On The Condition o~(n) - a(n) = 1
We denote by F the set of all positive integers n satisfying the 
following condition
cr(n) - a(n) = 1 , (1)
where o"(n) represents the sum of all positive divisors of n,and a(n) 
is the number of all positive integers in [l,cr(n)] which can be 
written in the form
Lad d , ad = o , 1 . (2)
d m
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We shall prove the following ;
Lemma 1.6.1
Let n be a positive integer. If tr(n) ~ a(n) = 1, then o'(n)/2 is 
the only integer which defies representation with respect to n and 
cr(n) is an even integer .
Proof
Let n > 1 be such that (r(n) - m(n) = 1 . Then there exists only
one integer , say m, which defies representation in terms of n and
1 < m < cr(n)
Therefore m = cr(n) - m , because n belongs to F . Hence (7 (n) = 2m
<r(n)
which implies that ------  = m . Since m is a positive integer , then
2
<r(n) must be an even integer . If m ^ cr(n) - m .then we shall get
that both m and cr(n) - m defy representation in terms of n which
contradicts our assumption that n is in F . Therefore our result will 
follow and this will end the proof .
Remark 1.6.1
If n belongs to F, then (7(n) < 2(n -1) .
Proof
Suppose that n is in F.Then
(r(n) - a(n) = 1 .
From Lemma 1.6.1 , we have that <r(n)/2 is the only integer which can 
not be represented as a sum of distinct positive divisors of n and 
<r(n)is an even integer. Therefore
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o-(n)
------  < n
2
i . e
a(n) < 2n
For if n belongs to F with <r(n)/2 > n,then either <r(n) = 2n which
means that n is a perfect number or cr(n) / 2 > n which shows that all
integers from 1 up to n can be represented in terms of n . So , both
these cases implies that n is a practical number see [1] . This will
contradict our assumption that n is in F. Thus ,
n(n)
  < n
2
cr(n)
------  < n - 1
2
i . e
cr(n) < 2 (n - 1 ) 
which is the required inequality .
An obvious example for n e F i s n = 3  .
Now , we have the following result ;
Theorem 1.6.1
The only integer in F is n = 3
Proof
Let n be in F. Then ,
tr (n ) -  a (n )  =  1
Suppose that n > 3 is any odd integer . It follows that 2 , n - 2 
and 0"(n) - 2 in [ljCCn)] defy representation in terms of n 
Therefore any odd integer n > 3 does not belong to F .
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When n is even , then either n is a practical number or n is an 
even non-practical number . Since neF we suppose that n is an even 
non-practical number . So , we can write n in the form
n = mpiai...prar , > 1 ,
where m > 1 represents the practical part of n , pj_ are primes such 
that 2 < -pi < p 2 <■ . .< pr and (px,m) = 1 for all i (l<i<r).Since n is 
not a practical number,we have,
Pl > c(m) + 1
Otherwise mpxai is a practical number . Therefore cr(m) + 1 defies 
representation in terms of n.We have that if n is in F,then <7(m) + 1 
is the only integer in [l.nCn)] which defies representation in terms 
of n i . e
ff( n)
------  = <r(m) + 1
2
o-(n) = 2(j(m) + 2 . (3)
But
cr(n) > n(mpi) = (p^ + l)o-(m) , (4)
and from (3) and (4) we get
n(n) = 2(r(m) + 2 > (p^ + l)n(m)
2o'(m) - cr(m) + 2 > pxc(m)
PXc(m) - o-(m) < 2 ,
i . e
(Pl - l)or(m) < 2 . (5)
From (5) we have that either pi = 3 or <r(m) = 1  . So , by (3) we 
obtain that a(n) = 4 and n = 3 . Therefore n = 3 is the only integer 
in F and the proof is complete.
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§1.7 Practical Numbers Over An Imaginary Quadratic Field
Consider the Euclidean field Z[ 0 ] , 0 = yd , d < o and d ^ -1,-3.
We shall discuss in this section some results related to the 
practical numbers over the field Z[0 ] . So,we introduce the following 
definition.
Definition 1.7.1
An integer ct in Z[yd] is called a practical number if every 
integer 7 ^Z[yd] with |N(-y) | < |N(a) | is of the form
We shall prove the following result:
Theorem 1.7.1
k
If a = (yd) , k > 1 is an integer in Z[yd] such that |d| is an 
ordinary practical number,then ct is a practical number in Z[yd] .
Proof
k
Let a = (yd) for k > 1 , d < o and |d| a practical number. 
Suppose that 7  = m + nyd is any non-zero integer in Z[yd] such that
lN(y)i < |N(a)l . Since |N(n)| = |d|^, k > 1 then m 2+ n 2 |d| < |d|^. 
Therefore
7 = I ag5 , a§ = o , 1 .
5 m
(l)
(2)
Now , we shall consider the following cases :
(i) If k ,(k > 1), is even , then k 1
2 2
h
Since |di is a practical number then so does |d| and |d|
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[h ^
where |d| = Id| and h-1 > o . Since m < |di we can
tl
write m as a sum of distinct divisors of |d| i.e
2 hm = c 0 + c t|d| + c 2 )(j| +....+ c^|d| , (3)
where cj_ = o,l for all i , (o<i<h) . We have also
h - —
, 2 . h
n < 1 d i < | d |
Then n can be represented as a sum of distinct divisors of |d| i.e
2 hn = e Q + en|d| + e 2 id| +....+ e^idi , (4)
h h - —
where ej = o,l for all j , (o<j<h) , But e^idi < n < |di
follows from (2) and (4) . Therefore e^ < |dl 1/^ 2 < 1 since ldl > 1  
Hence e^ = o . Thus , (4) becomes
n = eQ + e 1 I dt + e 2 |d|2+.,,.+ e^-i1 1 > (5)
and from (5) we get
2 h— 1
nyd = e Qyd + e 1 Id|yd +e 2 |d| yd +....+ e^-i|d\ yd. (6 )
By combining (3) and (6 ) we obtain
In h 1
7  = (c0 + c t|d1 +...+ c^idi ) + (eQ + e 1 1 d | yd +. . . + |d1 yd),(7)
i  "i Ic
where in (7) all c^|d| and ej|diJ yd are distinct divisors of (yd)
for all i and j , (o<i<h) and (o<j<h-l) . Hence 7  is a sum of
1cdistinct divisors of (yd) i.e a is a practical number in Z[yd].
(ii) If k ,(k > 1), is odd then ------- = r , r > 0 and — —  = r+——
■£
Therefore ,since id| is an ordinary practical number,then id| and
[r + — ] [r + — ]
2 2 r
|d| are practical numbers , where |d| = |d[
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r + "7 r+lWe have m < |d] < |d| , where r+l > 1 . Then we can represent
r+lm as a sum of distinct divisors of id| i.e
j 2 , r+l
m =  c 0 + c^di + c 2 |d| +....+ cr+^|d| . (8 )
where cj_ = o, 1 . So , from (2) and (8 ) we get
r+l r + — —
cr+l|d| < n < |d| 2
— 1 / 2Therefore cr+p < |d| / < 1 since |di > 1  . Hence cr+^ = 0  . So , (8 )
becomes
2 r
m = cQ + c^di + c 2 |d| +....+ cr |d| . (9)
We have n < |di^C = |d|r . Since |diris an ordinary practical
£
number we can represent n as a sum of distinct divisors of |d| i.e
n = e Q + ejdi + e 2 |d|2+....+ er |d|r ,
where ej = o,l . Therefore
2 r
nyd = eQ + e 1 |d|yd + e 2 |d| yd +....+ er |d| yd . (1 0 )
From (9) and (10) we obtain
y = (cQ + c 1 | d | +. . . + cr | d| r) + (e0 + e^diyd +....+ er I d | r yd) , (1 1 )
i i k
where in (1 1 ) all c^idi and ej|diJare distinct divisors of (yd) for
all i and j , (o<i<r) and (o<j<r) . Therefore 7  is a sum of distinct
k
divisors of (yd) . Hence a is a practical number in Z[yd] and this 
completes the proof .
k
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.7.1 , (y-2) , k > 1 ,
is a practical number in Z[y-2] , where Z[y-2] is a Euclidean field .
Now , we prove the following result:
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Lemma 1.7.1
Let Z[yd] , d < o and d ^ -1 , -3 . Then yd is a practical number
in Z[yd] if and only if d = - 2 .
Proof
Let yd , d < o , d ^ -1 , -3 be a practical number in Z[yd].Then,
by definition 1.7.1 , every integer 7 eZ[yd] with 1N(-y) 1 < IdI is a
sum of distinct divisors of yd .
Suppose that d < -2.Then |N(yd)| = |d| > 5  since d ^ -3.So,for 
Id| > 5  there exists a rational integer m satisfying 1 < m < [y|d|]. 
Thus,1< N(m) < |d| . Put y = m . Then y cannot be written as a
sum of distinct divisors of yd since the divisors of yd are only 1 
and yd . Therefore yd is not a practical number when d < -2 .
Since y-2 is a practical number in Z[y-2]rit follows that d = -2.
Conversely , if d = -2 then y-2 is practical in Z [y—2] by 
Theorem 1.7.1 and this ends the proof .
It follows from Lemma 1.7.1 , that the numbers y-5 , y- 6 , y-7 , 
y- 1 0  , y-30 and y- 6 6  are non-practical numbers in the fields Z[y-5] , 
Z[y-6 ] , Z[y-7] , Z[y-1 0 ] , Z[y-30] and Z[y-6 6 ] respectively .
lc
Further , if a = (yd) , k > 1, is the practical number which is 
given by Theorem 1.7.1 and cr(a) is the sum of the divisors of a,then 
for some k , k > 1 ,not every integer -yeZ[yd] with |N(-y) I < |N((r(a;))| 
can be written as a sum of distinct divisors of a since,for instance,
if a = (y-2) 3 then a(a) = 3 + 3y-2 . Hence |N(<7(o!))| = 27 and it 
follows that 4 and 5 cannot be written as a sum of distinct divisors
of (y-2 )3.
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We attempted to take Z[y-2] which is a Euclidean field and (y-2)^ 
(k >1), which is a practical number in Z[y-2] and prove a result 
similar to that given by Stewart in [2] , namely
" Q.
Let fieN and it be any prime in Zy-2] with |N(tt) 1 < 2 . Then
Q "
ir(y-2) is a practical number in Z[y-2].
However , the above statement is false since , for instance , if
a = (y-2)5 and ir == 1 + 3y-2,then iro: is not a practical number in 
Z[y-2] , where |N(ttG!) I = 608 . This is because there are some 
integers such as 10 , 12 , 13 and 14 in Z[y-2] which are of norms 
less than or equal to 608 and which cannot be written as sums of 
distinct divisors of .
We have the following result :
Theorem 1.7.2
There are infinitely many practical numbers in Z[y-2] .
Of course we mean the practical in Z[y-2] as oppose the ordinary 
practical numbers in N ,
Theorem 1.7.2 ,follows since y-2 is a practical number in 
Z[y-2] and the powers of y-2 are also practical number in Z[y-2]
(see Theorem 1.7.1) .
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CHAPTER (2)
§2.1 Boundary Function
Define ft(n),teN , to be the largest integer for which every 
integer from 1 up to f^Cn) can be represented as a sum of divisors of 
n with at most t repetitions . Therefore ft(n) < tcr(n) . It follows 
from Theorem 1.1.6, in section 1.1, that ft(n) = t(r(n) if and only if 
n is a t-practical number. Also from Theorem 1.1.5, we have that 
ft(n) = tcr(n) if and only if for n = p ^ .  . -Pk^.Pk+l^+l- • -Pflafi > 
that
Pi < ta(ni_i) + 1 , (KKfi-l) ,(1 )
where p^ < p 2 <. . . <Pk < t + 1 < p^ + 1  <■ • and
n^_i = Piai--Pkak*Pk+lak+l-■-Pi-lai-l ■ s"hall define U and L to be
the upper and lower classes such that 
U={^(n) : ft(n)> \J/(n) implies ft(n)=t<r(n) for all n and^(n)— yx> as n-*»}
and
L = (^(n): ft(n) > ^(n) and f^(n) < tcr(n) for infinitely many n} , 
respectively. It follows from Theorem 1.1.5, that both \j/(n) = tcr(n) 
and ^(n) — tn belong to U for any fixed t,teN .
We seek to determine the boundary function between U and L . 
Initially we may assert that such function could be of the form
Bt(n) = e*V2 (tnloglogn) 1/ 2 ,
where y is Euler’s constant .
For t = 1 i .e when n is a practical number,then
B 1 (n) = B*(n) = e*V2 (nloglogn) . In [7] M.Hausman and H.N Shapiro 
proved the following results :
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Theorem 2.1.1f 71
For X > 1 , XB*(n) belongs to U
Theorem 2.1.2 f 71
For X < 1 , XB*(n) belongs to L .
It can be shown that both Theorem 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, are applicable
when n is a t-practical number and Bt(n) = e^ / 2 (tnloglogn) V 2 for 
all t, t > 1. We shall generalize these results for the t-practical 
numbers with better upper and lower bounds of X respectively. So,for 
this purpose the following results will be needed.
Theorem 2.1.3\81
For all integers n > 1 ,
<r(n)p(n)
c <   < 1 ,
n 2
with c = S/%2 .
Proof
We have that
and
Therefore
pa+l- - 1 1 - p a 1
o-(n) = n ---------------  n- ----------
p m  p - 1  p m  1 - p_ 1
p(n) - n n(l - 1 /p) 
p m
<7(n)^(n)
-----------  n(l - l/pa+1) ,
n 2 pin
where n(l - l/pa+l) lies between 1 and tt(1 - 1/p) . Hence 
pin pin
6 a(n) .y?(n)
  <   < 1
% 2 n 2
which is the required result .
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Theorem 2.1.4
Let n = n Piai > > 1 and are primes . Then
l<i<r
c(n) < e^n loglognTl + ----- ------
I 2 (loglogn) 2 ]
Proof
We have from Theorem 2.1.3
<r(n) n
  <   • (2)
n yj(n)
It follows from Rosser and Schoenfeld’s results in [9] that
— ——  < e^loglogn + ----    , n > 3
^(n) 2 1 oglogn
Then (2) yields
<r(n) < --- —  < e^loglogn +
n v^11) 2 1 oglogn
Since y Euler’s constant,then e^ = 1.7810725 . So, we shall have
<r(n) y
  < e loglogn 1 +
2 e^(loglogn) 2n
i. e
y f 3
o*(n) < e n loglogn 1 + --------------
2 (loglogn) 2
which is the required result .
Now, we prove the following ;
Theorem 2.1.5
c 5
Let X(n) be such that X(n) > 1 + -----------  for c >   and
(loglogn) 2 4e^
n > 3. Then for any t ,teN, X(n)Bt(n) belongs to U ,
Proof
It suffices to show that for X(n) > 1 + c/(loglogn) 2 , 
ft(n) > X(n)Bt(n) implies that
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P i  < t<r(ni_i) +  1
for the smallest i,where n = Plal • •-P()af> » ni-l = Plal *•*Pi-lai-l 
(l<i<fi).
Suppose that
Pi > to‘(ni_1) + 1 
Then this mean that tc(ni_i) + 1 cannot be expressed as 
a t-practical number for any fixed t,teN . So,
X(n)Bt(n) < ft(n) < t<r(ni„i) + 1 < pi - 1 , (3)
for any fixed t,teN . From (3) we have
Pi > X(n)Bt(n) + 1
so that
Pi
> 1 +
and
Therefore,
X(n)Bt(n) X(n)Bt(n)
nPi 1
> n(l +
X(n)Bt(n) X(n)Bt(n)
-) > n . (4)
n n
  = piai-..Piai 1 ...pfiafi < ------------
Pi X(n)Bt(n)
From (5) the following cases arise :
(i) If i < fi or i = fl and ai > 1, then (5) implies that
n
Pi
So,from (4) and (6 ) we get
n <
X(n)Bt(n)
n
X(n)Bt(n)
n*
(5)
(6)
X 2 (n)B^(n)
n j
Therefore
7
{1 + c/(loglogn) 2 } 2 . e tn loglogn
and
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n
n < ----------------------------------- , (7)
ye tloglogn {1 + c/(loglogn) 2 } 2
y
and (7) represents a contradiction for large n and c > 5/4e .
(8)
(ii) If i = JQ. and slq = 1 ,then 
nfi-l
(5)implies 
n
<
X(n)Bt(n)
that
Put i = J2 in (3) to get
X(n)Bt(n) < ft(n) < tcr(nj2_i)
so that
1 £
^(ng-i)
-L ^
X(n)Bt(n)
and
1 £
tcr(njg_i) n
i. ^ —
nfi-l-Pfi X(n)Bt(n)
Therefore
Pe <
tcr(ng_i) n
nC-l X(n)Bt(n)
By multiplying (8 ) and (9) we get
*n <*
to^ng-i) n 2
il ^
nfi-l X 2 (n)B^(n)
(9)
Therefore ,
to-(nj2_^) X 2 (n)B^(n) {1 + c/(loglogn) 2} 2 . e^tn loglogn
n^_2. n n
Hence
t<r(ng_x) c
7 r i 2
----------  > e tloglogn 1 +   |
to'(nJg_^) f 2 c
7
--------- > e tloglogn
ng-i t (loglogn) 2 J
. (10)
n5-l
1 +
(loglogn) 2 (loglogn) 4
It follows from Theorem 2.1.4 , that
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t<r(n)
7------  < te loglogn
n
1 +
2 (loglogn) 2 J
(11)
5
Then by considering c > -----  and comparing (10) and (11) , we shall
4e7
get a contradiction . Hence X(n)B^(n) belongs to U which completes 
the proof.
Theorem 2.1.6
clogloglogn
Let X(n) be such that X(n) < 1 - ---------------  for any c > 2.
(loglogn) 2
Then for any t , teN , X(n)Bt(n) belongs to L .
Proof
It is sufficient to prove that there exists an infinite sequence 
of integers n such that
ft(n) > X(n)Bt(n) (12)
and
ft(n) < to-(n) 
for any fixed t, t > 1 . Let n = ng^.pg such that
HQ-1 = (n p)0 (13)
P<x
and
log2x
& “ -------------  , (14)
2 1 oglogx
where x is a positive real number and pg is a prime chosen later .
By writing
tcr(nJg_^) 1 - l/p0 +l 1
---------  = t n ------------- < t n----------- , (15)
nj2-l P<x 1 ” 1/P P<x 1 ” 1/P
then using Rosser and Schoenfeld's bounds in [9],(15) becomes
t(r(njg_]_) < tng_;L e^ logx (1 + l/log2x) , (16)
where y Is Euler's constant . Also we can write
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rij2 _ 2 p p>x 1 - 1 /p p<x 1 - 1 /p
We get
to/ng.^) =   . TT ------------- . n   , (17)
f(0 + 1 ) p>x 1 - l/p£+l p<x 1 - 1/p
0 + 1
where f(0+l) is the Zeta-function. Since f(0 + 1) < --------  , then
&
$
f(0 + 1) 0 + 1
Therefore (17) can be written as
tO"(nfi-l) t 1
  >   . n ----
n£!-l 1 + 1/(5 P<x 1 “ 1/P
It follows from Rosser and Schoenfeld's results in [9] that
ta/ng-p) > t ng_p e^ logx (1 - l/2 1 og 2x)(l - 1/0 ) . 
log2x
Since 0 = ----------- , then
2 1 oglogx
2 1 oglogx
tcr(ng_^) > t ng_i e^ logx (1 - l/2 1 og2x)(l - ------------ )
log2x
Therefore
31oglogx
to-(ng_i) > t ng_i e^ logx (1 - -------------- ) . (18)
log2x
So, from (16) and (18) we obtain
31oglogx
tng_i e^ logx (1 - -------- ) < t(r(ng_^) < tng_^ e^ logx(l+ l/log2x)
log2x
Now, we choose pg is the smallest prime such that
Pj2 > tng_i e^ logx (1 + ----   ) . (19)
log2x
From the inequality (16) the R.H.S of (19) is greater than 
tcr(ng_^) + 1. So, in particular pg > t(7(ng_^) + 1 . Thus we get
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ft(n > = ft(nfi-l) = to/ng.^) .
Therefore (12) and (16) implies that
X(n)Bt(n) < ft(n) = to/ng.^) < tng_^ e^ logx (1 + l/log2x) . (20)
Since Bt(n) = e ^ 2(tn loglogn)1^ 2, then from (20) we get
X 2 (n) e^ tn loglogn < t 2 ng_^ e 2^ log2x (1 + l/log2x ) 2 ,
so that
tng_]_ e^ log2x (1 + 1/log2 ) 2 
1 < -----------------------------
X 2 (n).pg loglogn
and
tng-i log2x (1 + l/log2x ) 2
p g  <   . (21)
2X (n) loglogn
So, from (19) and (21) we have
J tnf>-l log2x(l + l/log2x) 2
tng_i e logx (1 + 2 /log2x) < pg < -------------------------------  ,(2 2 )
X (n)loglogn
where at this stage we need to check whether such primes pg given in
(22) exist. This can be done by estimating 1/X2 (n) and 1/loglogn as
in the following :
Since ng_^ = (TT p)^ , then 
p<x
logng- 1  = 0  X^logp . 
p<x
It follows from [9],that
0x (1 - 1/logx) < logng_^ < 0x (1 + l/21ogx) . (23) 
Since ng_^ > x , then from [10] , pg will satisfy
nj2— 1 loSx < VQ < (! + O  ng_^ logx ,
where e > o. Therefore
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logng_x + loglogx < logpg < log(1 + e) + logng_x + loglogx. (24)
If we have n = njg-lPj2 , then
logn = logng_-L + logpg
Using (24) we get
2 1 ogng_^ + loglogx < logn < 2 1 ogng_^ + log(l + e) + loglogx . 
By (23) we obtain 
2 0 x(l - l/logx)+loglogx < logn < 2 0x(l + l/2 1 ogx)+log(l + e)+loglogx 
and therefore
20x(l - 1/logx) + loglogx < logn < 20x(l + l/21ogx) + loglogx. (25) 
log2x
Since 0 = --------  , then from the L.H.S of (25) we have
2 1 oglogx
x log2x
logn > ----------  (1 - 1/logx) ,
loglogx
so that
loglogx
loglogn > logx (1 +  ) . (26)
log2x
Hence
loglogx
logloglogn > log { logx (1 +   ) )
log2x
loglogx
= loglogx + log(l + ----------)
log2x
i . e
loglogx
logloglogn > loglogx + ----------- .
log2x
So,we have
1
logloglogn > loglogx (1 +  ) . (27)
log2x
Since
clogloglogn
X(n) < 1 - --------------  ,
(loglogn) 2
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then , from (26) and (27) we may have
cloglogx (1 + l/log2x) 
\(n) < 1 - -------------------------
log2x
loglogx
1 +
log2x
and from this inequality we obtain
X(n) < 1 -
cloglogx
log2x
Therefore,
1/X 2 (n) > > 1 +
cloglogx
2 cloglogx
log2x
log2x J
(28)
Insert (26) and (28) in (22) to yield
7  tnJ0-le^ log2x( 1+1/log2x) 2 2 cloglogx
tnJ2-l e 1°SX (1 + 2/log2x)< pg <--------------------------- (1+ ) .
loglogx
logx (1 + ---------)
log2x
log2x
Thus ,
y 2 y 1 2 cloglogx loglogx
tnJ2-l e logx(l+ )< pjj ctng.qe logx(l+ )2 (1+---------)(1-  )
log2x log2x log2x log2x
So,for c > 2, we have
y 2 y 2 31oglogx
tnfi-l e logx(l+ )< Pfi < tnj2—1 e logx(l+ )(14 ). (29)
log2x log2x log2x
Put M(x) = tnjg„2. e l°gx (1 + 2/log2x) . Then (29) becomes
31oglogx
M(x) < pjg < (1 + -----------)M(x) , (30)
log2x
where since ng-q > x then H(x) > x . Hence
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31oglogx
----------- , M(x) > [M(x)]7/i 2 + 5 (
log2x
and therefore primes pg exist which satisfy (30) (see [11]) . This 
completes the proof .
§2.2 The Frequency Of t-Practical Numbers
In [7] M.Hausman and H. Shapiro proved the following result :
Theorem 2.2.1T 71
The number of practical numbers less than or equal to x is
0 (x / (logx)0 ) ,
1 1
for every fixed positive (3 < --- (-----  - l ) 2 .
2 log2
We shall generalize Theorem 2.2.1[7] for all t-practical numbers, 
teN . For this purpose the following Lemmas will be needed .
Lemma 2.2.1[71
For o)(n) equal to the number of distinct prime factors of n,and 
for any given e > o (possibly a function of x), the number of n < x 
such that o(n) > (1 + e)loglogx is
e2 / 2
0 (x / (logx) ) ,
where the 0 is uniform in e .
For the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 (see [7]) .
We shall need the following general result ;
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Lemma 2.2.2
PX < (to-(n*) + i)
Proof
Let n = n*p^. . .pjg , p^Yn* and px are distinct primes such that
Pi < ta‘(n*pi. -Pi-i) + 1 . (1)
We shall proceed by induction on i to show that
2 i-l
t<r(n*pi • . *Pi-l) < (tc(n*) + i-1) (2)
for t > 1 . For i = 1 it is obvious that (2) is true . As an 
induction hypothesis we assume that (2) is satisfied for i-1 . We 
have
Using (1) and (2) in (3) , we get
t<r(n*Pl . . ,Pi) = to-Cn^Pi. . .pi_1 )(pi + 1 )
<[to‘(n*pi. . .pi-i) 3 [to'(n*pp. . .Pi_i) + 2]
2 i—l 2^-~1-
<[to-(n*) + i-1 ] . [(tor(n*) + i-1 ) + 2 ]
2 1
< [t(r(n*) + i]
Therefore inequality (2) is true for i . So,by using (1) and (2) 
we obtain
which is the required result .
Now,we generalize the main result given in Theorem 2.2,1[7] .
tcr(n*pi. , .pi) = tdCn^px, . ,pi_1 )(pi + 1 ) (3)
PX < tcr(n*px. .-Pi-i) + 1 < [to'(n*) + i-1 ] + 1 .
Hence
2 i-l
PX < [t<r(n*) + i-1 ] + 1 < [t<r(ri*) + i]
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Theorem 2.2.2
1 1
Let t > 1 and o < (3 < ---  (---  — 1) 2 . Then the number of
2 log2
t-practical numbers n < x is
0 [ x/ (logx)@] .
This estimate is uniform for t in the range
1 < t < exp.{ (logx)5’ } , 
for any 5, with o < 5 1 < l - ( l + y 2 / 3  )log2 .
Proof
1
Let o < e < ( -----  - 1) . W e  firstly estimate the number of
log2
t-practical numbers n < x with 0)(n) > (1 + O  loglogx , From 
Lemma 2.2.1, this is at most
0[ x/ (logx)^ ] . (4)
Next, we consider the t-practical numbers n < x with 
o)(n) < (1 + e)loglogx,From Theorem 1.1.5,in chapter 1,the t-practical 
numbers n have the form
qi- ■ *<lk ■ PI- • -PQ > <5)
such that
(i) The qj are distinct primes such that
qj < t + 1 , j = 1 ,2 ,,,., k .
(ii) The px's are distinct primes such that
t + 1 < px <...< p# 
and px qj for all i and j (l<i<J2) and, (l<j<k) .
(iii) (C + k) < (1 + e)loglogx •
By setting n* = qx - • *9lk anc*- us-i-ng (i) anc3 (ii) we have
n* < (t + 1 ) (1 + Oiogloe* ,
or
n* < exp.{(2 1 oglogx.loglog(t + 1 )} . (6 )
Therefore, the t-practical numbers are of the form
n*Pi- * • Pjg , (7)
where 2 < (1 + e) loglogx and the px are larger than the primes 
dividing n* . Since n*px- ■ - Pjg is a t-practical number , then by 
Lemma 1.1.4, we have
PX < t<r(n*px- . -PX-l) + 1 • (8 )
Using Lemma 2.2,2, we obtain
Pi < [ttr(n*) + i ]2 1 . (9)
Since cr(n*) = 0(n* loglogn* ), (see [8 ]), then by (6 ) we get
or(n*) = 0 (n^loglogn* ) < exp.{(c1loglogx.log(t + 1 )} , (1 0 )
where c n > o is a constant . Insert (10) in (9) to get
2 i _ 1
PX < [t.exp. ((cloglogx.log(t + 1)} + i] . (11)
Since i < 2(1 + e)loglogx , then (11) becomes
2 i-l
PX < [t.exp.{c 2loglogx.log(t + 1 )}] , (1 2 )
where c 2 > o is a constant . By using (6 ) and (12) , then the number 
of the t-practical numbers having the form (5) is at most
[exp.{(2 1 oglogx),log(t+l)}].[t.exp.{c2loglogx.log(t+l)}]1+2+* * *+ 2  
i . e
22 _ i
[exp,t(2 1 oglogx),log(t+l)}],[t.exp.{(c2loglogx),log(t+l)}]
(l+e)loglogx (l+e)loglogx 
< [exp,(c3loglogx),log(t + l) ] 2 ,+ 1 t2 1 ,(13)
where cg > o is a constant . We have
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( 1 + e)loglogx = elog[ 2 loSloSx] (1+f:) _ e (l+0 1 og[ 2 logl°sx ]
eloS2 losl°sx ^1+C^_ r eloglogx 1 (l+e)log2
Therefore ,
2 (1+e)loglogx = (logx)(l+0 1 og2 (14)
So, (13) is at most
(l+e)log2 (l+e)log2
[exp.{(c3loglogx).log(t + l) ] 1 + (1 °Sx) . t^loSx ) t 1(15)
Also , we have
(1+e)log2 (l+e)log2 logt(logx)<1+e)log2
(logx) - 1 {(logx) - l).logt e
t = e =-------
logt
e
i . e
(1+e)log2
(logx) - 1 (1+e)log2
t = exp.{(logt).(logx) - logt) . (16)
For any e > o with (l+e)log2 < 1 we have , for sufficiently large x,
(l+e)log2 (1 +e)log2
1 + (logx) < 2(logx) . (17)
So, from (16) and (17) the number of the t-practical numbers n < x
is at most
(logx) ( 1 + e ) l o g 2  (l+e)log2
exp.{(2 c„loglogx).log(t+l)} . exp.{(logt)(logx) - logt),
or
(l+e)log2 (l+e)log2
exp.{(c4loglogx)(log(t+l)(logx) ).exp.{(logt)(logx) - logt),
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where c 4 > o is a constant . Further, for x sufficiently large we 
have c4loglogx > 1 and therefore
(c.loglogx).log(t + 1) > logt . (19)
Thus (18) becomes at most
l . e
(1 +e)log2
exp.{(c5loglogx).(logt).(logx) - logt) ,
(l+e)log2
exp.[(logt){(c5loglogx).(logx) - 1 )]
< exp.{(c5loglogx).(logt).(logx)
(1+e)log2
) (20)
where c 5 > o is a constant. Since (l+e)log2 < 1, then for large x,
(loglogx). (logx) ( 1 + e ) l o & 2 < (logx) 1 5 ,
where 5 > o is a constant which can be chosen such that 
o < 8 < 1 - (l+e)log2 . Thus , the number of the t-practical numbers 
n < x , given in (2 0 ) is at most
c 5 (logt) • (3-ogx)
0 exp. { -}
(logx)
(21)
For t in the range 1 < t < exp.{(logx) 1 } , where o < 31 < 5 , 
(2 1 ) becomes
0
(logx) 
exp. {---------}
(logx) 17
where rj = 8 - 5 1 . Since rj > o,this is certainly
(logx)
e 2/ 2
Hence the bound obtained for the t-practical numbers n < x is
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x
(logx)
e2/2
provided o < e < (------  - 1) . Putting (3
log2
of the t-practical numbers n < x is
,then the number
(logx)
1 1
provided o < |3 < ---- (------  - 1 ) 2 and this completes the proof .
2 log2
Theorem 2.2,2 , covered a wide range of t-practical numbers n 
under the same bound given by Hausman and Shapiro in [7] . The case
when t = 1 implies Theorem 2.2.1[7] .
§2.3 Lower Bound For The Number Of t-Practical Numbers
An explicit lower bound for the number of practical numbers n < x 
is given by Margenstren in [4] as in the following :
Theorem 2.3.1[41
For a large real positive number x ,the number of practical 
numbers n < x is at least
Ax
exp
. 2 1 og2
(loglogx) 2 + 31oglogx
5/2
where A =
We shall present a lower bound for the number of t-practical
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numbers n < x by generalizing Theorem 2.3.1[4]. This, yields, 
taking t = 1 , a sharper lower bound than Theorem 2,3.1[4] .
Theorem 2.3.2
Let N(x) be the number of t-practical numbers n < x . Then for 
large positive real x and tcN ,
N(x) > (21og2) ’/ 2---------------------- 5------------------------ . (1)
exp
r 1
(loglogx) 2 + loglogx + log(t+l)
2 1 og2
Proof
Let x > (t+1) 3 be a real positive number and r > 1 be an integer 
such that
2 r+ 1 2 r+^ + 1 (t+ir < x < (t+l)Z , (2)
where teN/{o).
x
Put y = ------  . Then (2) becomes
(t+1)
r+ 1
(t+l)z < y < (t+l)z . (3)
From Theorem 1.1.5, any number n of the form
Pl-P2---Pr
where
Pj+ 1  < to-(p1 .p2 . • -Pj) + 1 , (l<j<r-l) , (4)
and 1 < p^ < t+1 < p 2 <....< pr , is a t-practical number. So, we may 
choose the primes p^ pr such that
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1 < Pi < (t+1)
(t+1 ) < p 2 < 2 (t+l)
(t+1 ) 2 < P 3 < 2 (t+l) 2
(5)
r , it
(t+l)2< pr < 2 (t+1 ) 2 .
Now, we need to show that the primes given in (5) will satisfy
the condition (4) . Since 1 < p^ < t+1 , then by Lemma 1.1.3, px is
is a t-practical number for any fixed t , teN . So,by Lemma 1.1.1 , 
we have
t<r(pi) + 1 > (t+l)pi
where px > 2 . Hence
to-(pi) + 1 > (t+l)pi > 2 (t+1 ) > p2 
Therefore Px-P2 is a t-practical number by Lemma 1.1.4 . As an
induction hypothesis we assume that Px*P2 **,Pi > (2 <i<r) , is
a t-practical number and
1c 1c
(t+1) 2 < Pi < 2(t+1) 2 , (o<k<r) .
Since px > 2 , then from the L.H.S of (5) , we have
X+2+2 2+ +2^ 2^+^ - 1Pl-P2**-*Pi > 2 (t+l) +...+/ = 2 (t+l)Z
Therefore
2k+l _ ^
PX-P2-*-Pi > 2(t+1) . (6 )
Since PX-P2---Pi *-s a t-practical number,then by Lemma 1.1.1, we 
have
to-(Pl .p2 . • -Pi) + 1 > (t+l)px.p2 . • -Pi
and by (6 ) , we get
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2k+1
tcr(pi .p2 • • -Pi) + 1 > 2(t+1)
Therefore ,
2k+1
t0‘(Pl-P2 '•-Pi) + 1 > 2 (t+1 ) > p i + 1 .
Hence px-P2 •**Pi-Pi+ 1  is a t-practical number (see Lemma 1.1.4) .
If we consider the integers n = px-P2 -•-Pr anc  ^n ' = Pi* *P2* ■*-Pr 
satisfying the condition (5),then since px < P 2 <•••< Pr anc^
Pl'c p2' <...< pr ' , we obtain n = n* and Px = Pi' >•-•>Pr ^ Pr' * 
Furthermore, we have from the R.H.S of (5) that
^ 0r-l ,.2+2+2 2+. . .+2 r 0 r-l /t_j1 s2 r + 1
n = px-..pr < 2 . (t+1 ) = 2 . (t+1 )
l . e
r+ 1  r+ 1
r- 1 2 2 + 1
n < 2 7 (t+l)Z < (t+1)
Consider the estimates given by Rosser and Schoenfeld[9] .
(t+1 )
Then since 1 < px < (t+1) , the number of px is at least --------  and
log(t+l)
the number of the p^ with 2 < i < r , is at least
«m
(t+l)Z
2m . log(t+1 )
m = o,l,...,r
Therefore ,
■r+1 9 9 2 9r
N((t+1)2 +1) > (t+1) . (t+1) . (t+l)Z . (t+l)Z .......  (t+l)Z
log(t+l).log(t+l).2 1 og(t+l).2 2log(t+l)...2 rlog(t+l)
i . e
I 0r+l
N( (t+1 ) 2"+ + b  > ______ ____________________
0 1+2+3+. . .+r r1 , ... .r
2 . [log(t+l)]
Hence
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r+1
_r+l ~ ~. 2
N((t+1) ) >     . (7)
2 r(r+l) / 2 [log(t+1)]
From (3) we have
2r+1
y < (t+ir , (8)
and since
logy
log(t+l) < ------
then
2 r
1 2
-------- >   . (9)
[log(t+l)]r (logy)r
Using (8 ) and (9) in (7) we obtain
r+ 1  r 2
2 + 1 2 v
N((t+1) ) > ' 7
Thus ,
Since
then
_r(r+l) / 2 v
2 "  . (logy)
r+ 1
N( (t+1) 2 + 1) > 2 r (r_1)/2i ---1-----  . (io)
(logy)r
2 r 2 r+^ 
(t+l)Z < y < (t+l)Z
2 rlog(t+l) < logy < 2 r+1 log(t+l)
2 rlog(t+l) < logy < 2 rlog(t+l) 2 . (1 1 )
We have x = (t+l)y ,so we may write
logy < logx = logy + log(t+1 )
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So, from the L.H.S of (11) and for large y we obtain 
logy < logx < 2logy 
Using (12) in (10), then the number of t-practical numbers n
N(x) > 2r(r"1)/ 2.  *
From (11) we have
(t+1).(logx)r
logy < 2r < losy
log(t+l) log(t+l)
1 1
Since (t+1) > 2 , then --------  <   . Therefore
log(t+l) log2
logy < 2r < logy
log(t+l)2 log2
So,we may take
9r = logy 
log2
and by the R.H.S of (12) we get
2r = l°gy > logx
log2 21og2
i . e
2r > logx
21og2
Using (14) in (13) we obtain
N(x) >
. (r-1) / 2 
(logx) . X
(21og2)r 1/2 . (t+1) .(logx)r
N(x) > (21og2)1/2
(t+1). (21og2)b2 (logx)r+1/2
(12)
< x is
(13)
(14)
(15)
From the L.H.S of (11) we have
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2r < lpgy
log(t-fl)
1 1
where --------  <   . Therefore
log(t+l) log2
2r < logy
log2
and by the L.H.S of (12) we get
^r logy logx
log2 log2
Hence
log2
[loglogx - loglog2] (16)
Now,by considering (16) we can write
o r/ 2
2 = exp
(log2)r/ 2 = exp
log2 < exp. I —
1 1 
--  loglogx - --- loglog2 9
I 2 J L 2 2 -
— — loglog2l <exp.
loglog2 loglQgx (loglog2)2'i
L 2 21og2 21og2 J
and
(logx)r+1//2== exp. [■ r+1 loglogxl 
L 2 J
< exp. 1 (loglogx)2
21og2
loglog2 ^ 0g^0gX -j + loglogx
21og2
Hence
(21og2)r/2. (logx)r+1/2 < exp.
[ 21
(loglogx) + loglogx
og2
and therefore
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---------------------------  >-------------------------------------  .(17)
(21og2)r//2. (logx)r+1//2 exp. f -—  (loglogx)2 + loglogxl
I 21og2 J
Insert (17) in (15).Then the number of t-practical numbers 
n < x is
N(x) > (21og2)1/?------------------------------------------------ , (18)
r 1 2 t
e x p . ------  (loglogx) + loglogx + log(t+l)
I 21og2
for any t  , t eN  . This completes the proof of the Theorem .
Comparing the bound obtained by Margenstren[4] when t == 1 ,then
(18) will be sharper than the bound proved in[4] for x > 64 .
§2.4 Existence Of a t-Practical Number In An Interval
In this section we shall give a further improvement on the 
t-practical numbers by generalizing Hausman and Shapiro's result[7] 
given below;
Theorem 2.4.1T 71
X 1/2
For all real x >   the interval (x , x + 2x / ) contains a
3
practical number .
We shall prove the following general result;
Theorem 2.4.2
For all x > — -—  and teN  , the interval ( x , x +2(— —  )
3 t
contains a t-practical number .
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Proof
We will prove the Theorem for x > 4t and then check it separately 
t
for   < x < 4t . Therefore we let x > 4t and choose aeN such that
3
2a < ( _ ^_)1/ 2 < 2a+1 . (1) 
t
Thus , the interval (x , x + (— 2L.)1/ 2 ) is of length'(— ^L.)1/ 2.
t t
Therefore it contains at least one multiple of 2a , say 2am ,i.e
n a . X . 1 / 2 / o \x < 2 m < x + ( ) . (2)
t
Now, either m or m+1 is an even integer and,since
na . _ a _ a „ , x . 1 / 2
2 (m+1) = 2 m + 2  < x  + 2(---- ) '
t
We have that
0a 0a . x . 1/2
x < 2 m < 2 (m+1) < x + 2( ) /
t
We shall prove that one of these integers 2&m , 2& (m+l) is a 
t-practical number. Suppose,therefore ,that neither is a t-practical 
number and , without loss of generality, let m be an even integer.
Then since 2 m is not t-practical number, there exists a prime p^
cL
of 2 m such that
pt > ttKn-j^i) + 1 (3)
where 2am - Plkl ’P2k2 • •-Pj2kfi > Pi = 2 , ni-l = Plkl • •-Pi-lki-l »
(i>2) and n 0=l . In particular, (3) implies that p^ > t + 1 so that
a+1
Pi is odd and i > 2 . Thus , 2 lni-l an(l hence
Pi > to-(2a+1 ) + 1 = t(2a+2- 1) + 1 .
So,
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a4-9
P i  > t(2 - 1) + 2 .
This implies that
l. e
2am - 2a+1 (_5L_) > 2a+1. Pi > 2at1 t(2a+2- 1) + 2a+2 
2
2am > 2.22(a+!!-)t - 2a+1. t + 2a+2 . (4)
Hence from the R.H.S of (1) we get
2am > 2x - 2a+} t + 2(— — )'/2 .
t
So , from (2) we shall have
x + (— -— > 2x - 2a+} t + 2(— — )%/ 2 , 
t t
l. e
2&+} t > x + ( - L . ) 1/ 2 . (5)
From the L.H.S of (1) we have 2x1/^ 2. > 2a+^ t . Therefore (5)
becomes
2x,/2. t,/2 > x + ( ^ ) 1/2
2tl/2- (— L ) l/2 > x l/2
2t’/2 > x ,/2 .
Therefore 4t > x which is a contradiction . A similar procedure can
be followed for 2a (m+l) which also leads to a contradiction .
If t < x < 4t , then we shall have
2 < 2 (— — ) 1(2 2 < 4
and
x + 2 < x + 2(— -— )1/^ 2 < 4 + x
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i . e
1 < (t+1) < x + 2 < x + 2(— —— ) 1/22 < 4(t+1) . (6)
t
X  1 / 2
Therefore (6) shows that the interval (x , x + 2(---- ) ' ) contains
t
the integer t+1 which is a t-practical number (see Lemma 1.1.2) . If
  < x < t , then
3
2 ( — — ) l / 2  < 2 ( — ) 1 / 2 < 2 
3 t
i . e
x + 2(— )1</2 < x + 2(— — ) 1//2 < x + 2 < t  + 2 . 
3 t
Since x > ----- , then
3
1 < ----  + 1 < x + 2 (---- ) ^ < t + 2 ,
3 t
and hence 1 < — —  + 1 < t+1 . So , by Lemma 1.1.3 , m = + 1] is
3 3
a t-practical number . This completes the proof of the Theorem .
Theorem 2.4.1[7] will follow immediately when t = 1 ,
Corollary 2.4.1
1 2For x > 1 there is a t-practical number between x 2 and (x + --- )
t
for any fixed t ,  t eN  .
Proof
From Theorem 2.4.2, we have that the interval (x , x+2(-^—)1/^ 2 )
t
contains a t-practical number for x > --- . This implies that the
3
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interval (x2, x 2 + 2((— — ) also contains a t-practical
t
number for x > 1 . Since
/ 2 2 « x . , 2 2 0 x 1 N , 2  , 1(x , x + 2--- ) £ (x , x + 2--- +  ) — (x , (x+—
t t t2 t
1 2then , there is a t-practical number between x 2 and (x + --- )
ends the proof .
•>2 >,
which
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CHAPTER (3)
§3.1 Algebraic Numbers Expressible As A t-Integer
In this section.we shall study the representation of integers in 
algebraic number fields as sums of units with certain repetitions.
Let V be the set of all algebraic fields having the property that 
all integers are expressible as a finite sum of units
(not necessarily distinct) . Define Wj- , t > 1 , to be the set of all
algebraic number fields for which every integer is a sum of units 
with at most t repetitions . Regarding the algebraic number field
Q (<?)*
P.Belcher in [14] proved the following main result;
Theorem 3.1.1
If Q(£OeV and 2 is a sum of two distinct units,then 0(0)^,.
We shall generalize Theorem 3.1.1, for t , teN . So, for this
purpose the following definitions will be needed.
Definition 3.1.1
An integer a is called a t-integer if a: can be written as a sum 
of units with at most t repetitions .
Definition 3.1.2
An integer is called a strong t-integer if it is a t-integer and 
expressible as a sum of at most t+1 units .
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Cons idering the algebraic number field (3(0) V,we prove the 
following:
Theorem 3.1.2
If t+1 is a strong t-integer,then every sum of units is a 
t-integer .
Proof
(I) Let t+1 be a sum of t+1 dependent units , i.e
t+1 = a 1e1 + a2e2 +...+au eu , (1)
with o < a^ < t , I|aj_| < t+1 , (l<i<u) , and e1,e2,. . . , eu are 
dependent units of . Choose a set of distinct units such as
*?i . *l2 * • • • -’M  •
Suppose that there exists a set of units,say,
G).| i ■ • • j U < U ,
such that
Ci - rXi up!., u p ”, riue2, (l<Xi« ) ,  (2 )
and there does not exist a relation of the form
7/ifZ tof1! . . 0)§iu = . . C0y1U , i * j ,
til
where y , z ,g^u , h£u eZ , f is the Q. root of unity in 0(0) .Also 
there is no relation of the form
rx* u p ' ... u p ” - 1 (3)
On the other hand e1,...,eu can not all be roots of unity , So , all
integers of 0(0) can be represented as a sum of units which have the
form
t)krJ uri'... u p ” , (l<k<d) , (l<j<2) .
Now , for any integer a of 0(0) , a has the form
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q, qy d j ii riu
a: = £ .... I I I b ^ 1 _ ^ .iu,j ,k  ^ • • -^u >
ii=Pi iu=Pu k==1 j=1
where Piu , qiu£Z , b ilf_ }±ufj >keN U {0 } and some of bp i.... iu.j.k
and bq1} iu j k are non-zero. Assume that a has the
representation (4) so that
^■k ii,...)iu)j,k = in » (5)
ii,...,iu
and m is minimal . We shall proceed by induction on m to show that a 
has the form
q.,+f (m) qu+f(m) d jg j ii iu
a = ^ ....  . 1 . 1  cii)...?iu,j,k *?k^  o)1 . . .wu , (6)
i^p^fCm) iy^py-fCm) k=l j=l
where 0 < ci!,...iu,j }k < t and f(m) is defined to be
f(m) = max.(|riui),n[(qi-Pi+l+2(m-l)f(m-l)]m .Cm .dm 2V  f(m-1), (7) 
i , u i=l
where f(l) = 0  . If in - 1 , then I b^1 $^_v j k = 1 and therefore
^ii, . , . ,iu,j , k  =  0 ,±1 . Hence a  is a t-integer by definition 3.1.1 
As an induction hypothesis we assume that a is a t-integer for all 
o;eQ(0) for which
^ k ii iu,j,k < m » (m ^2)
By considering a typical term of a given in (4) and applying (1), we 
have that
j i, ±v (j+x^)(i,+r11)(iu+r.,u) (j+xu)(i11+iui)(iu+ruu)
(t+l)ijk «!...£«)„ =a1i?kr o),....... oiv +...+auijkr o)t <«>„, (8)
1i+rii iu+riu ^i+rui ^u+ruu
(t+1) < at |o)1............0^  | + .... +au |co1..... oiv
i. e
2(i1+r11) 2(i,+rUl) 2(1.,+^.^ 2(iy+ruu)
(t+1) < a, io>1 ...........w u l + ...+au ico1 ........... o ) v  |. (9)
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It follows from (9) that the value of the sum
^i 3u
L. . . .£ b-j^  ; t ,iu,j ,k|0)i ^u 1
1-1 ““Pi iiTPu
will increase after each application of condition (1) and 
therefore we obtain a distinct representation of a satisfying (5), 
where in any of these representation we have
^ii,...,iu = m >
1i>••■>1u
since m is minimal . Then by repeatedly applying (1) , we will get
either :
(i) The process terminates and in each case ct is of the form
Si &v d & j i1 ±v
a = ^ ..... ^ ^ eii.....iu,j , k’fk  ^  w u » (10)
ii — i^ 1d=^u ^=1 j=l
with o < eii,...,iu,j,k ^ t > ^iu >Sj[ueZ and at least one of the
e\i ,iu antl e6i, ..,5v are non-zero . It follows from (10) that
Si ~ ^i < Qi “ Pi + 2(m-l)f(m-l) , (11)
and the number of the representations of a satisfying (5) is at most
u m m m t
T = TT [q^ - Pi + 1 + 2(m-l)f(m-1) ] J2. d. 2
i=l
This shows that (10) is obtained after at most T applications of (1). 
Therefore
Si < qi + Tmax.(ir^yl) < + f(m)
and
Xi > Pi - Tmax.(|r£u|) > Pi - f(m) . 
or (ii) After T applications of (1),we obtain
5, Sy d Q j i1 iv
a ~ 1*.... ^ eit . . . iu, j fk ^k 1 • • -^u >
11 ~X i i^Xy k=l j=l
with U {o} and
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§i - X-£ > qi - pi + 2(m-l)f(m-l) , (12)
where the set {iy : ©It iu > 0 } contains integers differing by
greater than
qi - Pi + 2(m-l)f(m-1)
Therefore , there exists a sub interval of iy in which ©ii . iu = 0 
of length more than
{qi - Pi + 2(m-l)f(m-1)}/m-l .
So , we can write (10) as
J 1 Jy d j ii iy
a — (3 + y = T. I! I! £ f^1 t ^ .iu,j ,k ^k  ^ • • ,cou +
1,-H, iu=Hu k=l j=l
TT1 7Ty d Q j i1 iy
£.....£ E E h^1 _ _ . iu, j ,k ^k  ^w 1 . . .0)y .(13)
, i 1 —p .j i d~p u k—1 j =1
where , ^iy , Piy , xiyeZ, f -fc biu€^  U {0 } with some of the
A<-
^ii , iu an<l ^ii iu non-zero . There does not occur an
overlap between |3 and 7 given in (13) . This mean that
Hi > Pi “ T.max.(|rlui) , 
xi < qi + T.max.(ir^y|) ,
and
Pi - Ji > 2f(m-1) .
From (13) we have
^ ^ii,...,iu + ^ii , . . . , iu ^ m
and since m is minimal,then
^ii , , , . , iu + ^ 1 ..... i u = m
Since £ fii,,.,?iu > 0 » bhen E hj[1 } . tiu < m ■ So , by applying
the induction hypothesis on 7 , where 7 is of the form
T 1 t v d fi j i1 iy
y ~  1* 1* l*ii . . . iu, j ,k ^k 1 • • • ^ u »
1 1 =P 1 1 v=P u j“l k=l
therefore a will be of the required representation and iy will be in
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the range
Pi - Tmax.(iriyi) - f(m-l) < iy < qi + Tmax.(iriyi) + f(m-l),
i. e
Pi - f(m) < iy < qi + f(m) .
Hence a is a t-integer .
(II) t+1 is a sum of t+1 independent units of Q(fl) . Then we may 
suppose that
t+1 = a1e1 + a 2e2 +...+ au eu ,
with o < I&iI < t and |£ a ^  < t+1 . Suppose that there is no
i
relation of the form
r i ru
e1.,.eu = l  , rieZ , (l<i<u) .
It follows that there is one of the units , say eu , which is not
dependent on the others .
Choose a set of distinct units such as 
* *••>VQ
Thus every integer a of (3(0) can be written as a sum of units having 
the form
1 1 lu
±rjj e,...6u , (Kj<C) ,
and there is no relation of the form
x i xu Yi Yu
*7j ei • ■ ■ eu = ±’7k ei • * -eu > J 75 k * xi.YieZ .
So , for all oj of Q(fl) , a. can be represented as
qi qu Q i1 iu
01 ~ E ......E E l>ii,,,iu,j 6 1 * • * eu > (14-)
l-i“Pi H T P u  j=1
where b ±1 iu>j , piu , qiueZ and some of the b il><>>tiuj  are
non-zero . We assume that a has the representation (14) so that
1-^ii , . . . ,iul = 111 > (15)
and m is minimal . We apply induction on m in order to show that
a is of the form
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z1 zu i1 iu
ot ~ ^ cii... iu> j Vj e i ■ • ■ eu » (16)
i 1 =p 1 iu=PuL j =1
wiith o < .... iu,j• ^ > where z^u eZ . If m=l ,then
Z|b^1_ _ ? iu | = 1 and hence b^1  ^ , iu,j = 0 > *1 • Therefore a is a
t-integer by definition 3.1.1 . Assume that a is a t-integer for all 
aeC!(0) with m < M , (M > 2) . We will then prove it for all a with
m = M . Suppose that a has the form (14) and satisfying (15) . We
have
It iu (i +1) iu i, (i2+l) iu i, (iu+1)
(t+1) rjj . e 1 . . . eu . . .eu +a2ijje1 .e2---- eu +. . .+au77j e 1 . . . eu , (17)
where by repeating the application given in (17) to each term of
a , then all terms in which i b ^  iu.jl > t+l will be shifted to
the right . Therefore ,after a finite number of applications of
our condition given in (17) we obtain that
tt 1 xu  p 1 ru
a E. . . . ,E ,^cpi.i 2 ...iu,j Vj 6i*••eu +
i 2=p2 iu=Pu J =1
P 1 Pu.  ^ 1 1 du
^   ^ ^dii...iu,j Vj » (16)
ii=Pi+l iu=Pu j=l
where lcpi _ ,lu ,jl < t , , dj^ £u j eZ and some of the
cpi.i 2 ...iu,j are non-zero.Therefore Ilcp i i i iUjjl< ^Idii...iu,j1>so
^ 1cpi ,i 2 ,...,iu,j 1 + 1^ di 1 ,...,iu,j 1 < M > 
and since M is minimal then
^ * cp 1 . i 2 , . . . , du»j I + • ^ di i , . . . , iu, j 1 = M ■
We have E|cpii2 iU(j| > 0 . Then E|dil} ,iu,jI < M • So , by
applying the induction hypothesis to the second term of (18) then a 
is a t-integer and hence the proof is completed .
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Theorem 3.1.1[14] proved by Belcher follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.1.2 when t = 1 . He showed that there are precisely seven 
cubic fields with negative discriminant in W 1 and an infinity of 
cubic fields with positive discriminant in W 1.The classification of 
these cubic fields is based on the following result :
Lemma 3.1.1\141
If 0(0) is a real algebraic field with one fundamental unit e > 1 
,say ,then a necessary condition for Q!(0) to be in is that e < 3.
More general than Lemma 3.1.1[14] , we prove the following :
Theorem 3.1.3
If t|(0) is a real field belonging to "fy/^teN , and having one 
fundamental unit e ,then
e < 2t + 1
Proof
Use the property that in Wt we can represent t+l as
t+l = Cp€^+...+ , (19)
where p , q eZ and |Cjj < t for all i ,(p<i<q) . We may write (19) 
in the form
b„fn + bn_! c""1 +...+ b 0 = o , (20)
where bn , b 0 ^ o , b^eZ , at most one of the b^ = ± (2t+l) and the 
rest of the coefficients are less than or equal to t . It follows 
from (20) that
n-1
n . , n-1 te
c ^ bn e ^ (2t+l)e + -------
e - 1
Therefore ,
n-1
n ^ /Of,in n“! . tee < (2t+l)e + --------  ,
e - 1
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e(e -1) < (2t + 1)(e - 1) + t ,
i . e
e2 - 2(t + l)e + (t + 1) < o
Thus,
6 < (t + 1) + y (t + l)2 - (t + 1) = t+l + yt2+t .
So ,
e < 2t + 1 , 
which is the required result .
Lemma 3,1.1[14] follows from Theorem 3.1.3 when t = 1 , in which 
there are only seven real cubic fields with negative discriminant in 
W.,as is proved by Belcher [14].
For the pure cubic fields Q(0) , 03 = d = m 3 ± 1  , m > 1 , we 
have the following :
Remark 3.1.1
If 0(0) is a pure cubic field with 03 = d = m 3 ± l l m > l  and 
having one fundamental unit 6,then Q(0)eV .
Proof
Let 03 = d = m 3 ± l .  Then we have 
03 - m 3 =  ± 1 ,
i. e
(0 - m)(02 + m0 + m 2) = ± 1 
By B.Delaunay[15] , the fundamental unit of (3(0) is e = 02 + m0 + m 2
and 6 = 0 — m its conjugate . So ,
0 - m = ± ,
e
i . e
1
0 = m ± ----- , m > 1
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3_
Therefore every integer in Q(yd) can be written as a finite sum of
units i.e Q(^d)€V .
Now , we prove the following ;
Theorem 3.1.4
If 0(0) is a pure cubic field with 03 = d = m 3 ± 1  , m > 1 and 
having a fundamental unit e > 1,then Q (0 )eWt and t > 1 .
Proof
Let 03 = d = m 3 ± 1  , m > l  , d ^ o  and d is not a perfect cube. 
Then 6 = 02 + m0 + m 2 is the fundamental unit of tl(0) and 0 - m its 
conjugate (see[15]) . So, we can write
e = m ± —  .
and
(m t —— ) 3= 0 3= m 3± 1
3 + 3 m 2  3 m  + 1 3 + 1m ±   +   ±   = m 3 ± 1
3m2 ± 3m c 1 ± e 2 = ± c-
3m2 = ± 3me 1± e 2 ± e
3m2 3m n -i - 2 . 3m2 3m _  +   — 1 = ± 3m e ± e ± e —   +   — 1
3m(m+1) - 1 - ±3me_,± e~2 ± e - 3m(m ~ 1} - 1 . (21)
2 2
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By setting t+l - - 1 , then t - 3m(m+1) - 2 i.e
2 2
Q(0) belongs to Wt by Theorem 3.1.2 . If t = 1 , then ■ —  — —  ^  - 2=1
2
3and this implies that m = 1 or -2 in which case 0 = y2 , where such 
a field does not belong to W., since e = l + 0 + 0 2 > 3  
(see Theorem 3.1.3) Therefore Q(0) in Wt and t > 1 which completes 
the proof .
Theorem 3.1.4 „ will give Sliwa's result in [13] that no pure 
cubic field Q(0) , 03 = d = m 3 ± l  , is in W,.Therefore the condition
e < 2t + 1 of Theorem 3.1.3 , does not hold for t = 1 and
03 = d = m 3 ±l.
* 3A precise example for our results is that Q(/2) belongs to W 3 
since
4 = e + 2c 2+ e 3 ,
follows from Theorem 3.1.2 , where e = l + 0 + 0 2 , 0 = ^2 , is the
fundamental unit of (J(}2) . Further,and as a consequence of 
Theorem 3.1,4 , one can find that
(J(j7)eWe , <J<j26)«W13 , Q(}63)eW24 ........
§3.2 Results On Ouartic Fields
Concerning the quartic fields we shall prove the following 
general result ;
Theorem 3.2.1
For each t , teN ,there are infinitely many quartic feilds in .
For the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 , the following results will be 
needed .
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Lemma 3.2.1
If Q(0)eWt , Q(y?)eV and their discriminants are relatively prime, 
then CS(0 ,y?) eWt .
Proof
Let (J(0) j QKyO have the degrees n 1 , n 2 and discriminant dn , d 2 
respectively. Since (d1,d2) = 1 , then Q(0,y?) has degree n.,n2 
(see[16 :pl45]).Also from [17],we get that C2(0}^ ) has discriminant
d^2. d^1 and if
{«-l) , i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n1
{0j} , j “ 1,2.....n 2,
are integral basis for Q (0) and (|(^ >) respectively, then {o^ /Sj } is 
an integral basis of Q)(0,^ >) . Thus , a typical integer of Q(0,y?) is 
of the form
I aij , i=l, 2 , . . . ,n1 , j=ll2,...,n2 ,(1)
i.j
where a-j_j are rational integers . Let Q(^) have 2k1 distinct roots 
of unity and k 2 fundamental units , where each of these fundamental 
units satisfies an equation of degree n 2 over Z . So , since (|(<p)eV , 
then all integers of Q(p) can be expressed as a Z-linear
1c
combination of 2lc1 . n 22 distinct units . Therefore all integers of
Q(^) can be written as a Z-linear combination of lc = k ^ 22 distinct 
units and none is the negative of the another . We denote these k 
units by
II , f 2 » • * • * ^~k
We have that (5j , j = 1,2 n 2 are expressible as Z-linear
combinations of the k units . Then the typical integer of C2(0}^ ) 
given in (1) above is
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£ , i 1,2, . . . i j 1,2, . . . ,n.2 , (2)
i» j
where b^j are rational integers . Therefore (2) can be written as
k 
.E Ti rj ’
J=1
where yj are integers in Q(0) . Since 0(0)eWt , the yj can be 
expressed as t-integers provided that we can not have relations of 
the form
rs = f V
where 8 and 5* are units in 0(0) , f and are units in Q(^) . If so, 
then
r/r' = s'/s = e * ± i ,
and e is a unit not equal to ± 1 . Therefore , 0(0) n Q(y?) == e which
is a contradiction since 0(0) o Q(^) - 0 , where 0 is the set of 
rational numbers , Thus , every integer in 0(0,p) is a t-integer . 
Hence Q(0,y?) belongs to Wt , t > 1 and this completes the proof .
Lemma 3.2,2ri21
0(yd) belongs to V if and only if (i) d = -1 or -3,(ii) d > o , 
d d 1 (mod4) and either d+1 or d-1 is a perfect square,(iii) d > o,
d s 1 (mod4) and either d+4 or d-4 is a perfect square .
For the proof (see [12]) .
The Proof Of Theorem 3.2.1
We consider 0(ytn) , m > 1 , m d 1 (mod4) , m is squarefree and 
Q(ym)eWt .Suppose that Q(yd),d > l,d = l(mod4),d ± 4 is a perfect 
square and d is squarefree.By applying the Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2,2,we 
have that 0( >/m, yd) eW^.. It follows from Lemma 3.2.1, that the degree of 
Q(ym,yd) is equal to 4 and the discriminant is equal to (4m)2d 2.Since 
each d will produce a different quartic field,then we need only to
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show that there are an infinite number of d > 1 such that d ± 4 is 
a perfect square , d = 1 (mod4) and d is squarefree . This can be 
done by showing that there are an infinite number of odd natural 
numbers , n ,such that n 2 + 4 is squarefree . So ,
I X2(n2 + 4) « I X2(n2 + 4) .
n odd n
Since n 2 + 4 is an irreducible polynomial of degree 2,then it
follows from Nagell's result in [18] that
L X2(n2 + 4)-- » oo ,
n<x
as x tends to infinity . Also ,by using the fact given by Ricci in
[19] which shows that
£ X2(n2 + 4) ~ Ax , 
n<x
for large x , where A > o is some constant . Therefore we obtain
an infinite number of quartic fields in Wt and this completes the
proof .
Belcher's result given in [12] will follow from Theorem 3.2.1 , 
when m = 2 .H e  proved that Q( y2 , yd) eW, , where d > l  , d ± 4 is a 
perfect square , d = 1 (mod4) and showed that there are infinitely 
many such quartic fields in W, .
Now,a question ariseS"In which Wt does tj(ym,yd) belong ?
The answer will be given by the general result which we will 
discuss in the next section . The result will provide us with a 
criterion which enables us to show to which Wt Q(ym) belongs.
It gives us , for instance , that Q(y3)eW2 and by Theorem 3.2.1 , 
Q(y3,yd) will be in W 2 for d > l  , d ± 4 i s a  perfect square and 
d = 1 (mod4) .
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§3.3 Sums Of Units Of Quadratic Fields
Let U(d) be the set of finite sums of units in Q(yd) , where 
d is a squarefree integer not equal to zero or 1 . One can check 
that U(d) is a subring of Z(yd) . If d < o , then because the 
only units are ± 1
U(d) - Z ,
except when d = -1 or -3 . In these cases there are exactly four 
units or six units given by {± 1 , ± i} or
{± 1 ,± (-l+y-3)/2 , ± (-1 - y-3)/2} respectively . Therefore ,
H(d) - Z(yd) .
If d > o , then Q( yd) has infinitely many units and these units
have the form ± e11 , n > o , where e = a + byd or a + ■ —  —  is
2
the fundamental unit according as d d 1 (mod4) or d = 1 (mod4) 
respectively and a,beZ . The structure of U(d) in such cases is 
described in the following result :
Theorem 3.3.1
Let e = a + byd or a + ——  —  —  - be the fundamental unit of tj(yd)
2
Then
U(d) =
<1 , byd> , if d ^ 1 (mod4) ,
<1 , b(l+yd)/2> , if d = 1 (mod4)
Proof
Considering d ^ 1 (mod4) , then e = a + byd . Let
en = an + bnyd , an ,bn eZ . (1)
Then we can write bn = 5b , 6 > 1 . Therefore bibn V n , n > o. Now, 
take any sum of units in U(d) such as
s
a - Z Cie1 , (2)
i=r
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where r,s > 1 , c^eZ , (r<i<s) . From (2) the typical term will be 
of the form
c^e1 = c^(a + byd)1 = c^(a^ + b-^ yd) ,
i . e
cie = ciai + Cibiyd . (3)
Since b|b^_ , then bic-jb^ for each i f (r<i<s) . So , by writing (3) 
as
c^eL = A  + Byd , 
where b|B, then any sum in U(d) has an order < 1 , byd > when 
d ^ 1 (mod4) ,
If d = 1 (mod4) , then e = a + — ^  + - . So , by following
2
the same procedure given above , we get
C j /  = C1(a + ^  )* = oiai + ^ b l<1+^  , (4)
2 2
where b|b^ for each i , (s<i<r),By writing (4) as
c . y  _ A ' + B ' a + _
2
where A* , B 1eZ it follows that every sum in U(d) has an order 
< 1 , > . This completes the proof .
As we defined in section 3.1 ,the set V contains all the 
algebraic number fields having the property that every integer is 
expressible as a finite sum of units (not necessarily distinct) . The 
quadratic fields which are in V are determined by Lemma 3.2.2[12] . 
The integers of these quadratic fields may be expressed as 
t-integers , tfN .
For t=l ,B.Jacobson[3] showed that Q(y2) and Q(y5) are in W 1 and 
J.Sliwa[13] confirmed that these are the only quadratic fields in W 1.
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One may expect that other quadratic fields are in W 2 or W g,..., 
This will be given in the following general result :
Theorem 3.3.2
Let Q(/d)eV and e = t + yd or {(2t - 1) + yd}/2 be the 
fundamental unit according as d ^ 1 (mod4) or d = 1 (mod4) . Then 
Q(yd)eWt .
We shall need some preliminary conditions in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.2 .
Preliminary Conditions
Since e is the fundamental unit , e > 1 and > o . when
Q(yd)eV and d ^ 1 (mod4),we have e = t + yd is the fundamental unit
Since e ± e according as N(e) = ± 1,where e is the conjugate of 
then
2t = e + e ^
Therefore ,
t+l = e ± e ^+ (1 - t) „ (5)
where (5) shows that t+l is a strong t-integer for all t , teN .
When Q(yd)eV and d = 1 (mod4) , then e = {(2t - 1) + yd}/2 and
-1 -
also € = ± Ej = ± 1 respectively . So , we can write
2 t - l = e ± e ^  ,
i . e
t = e ± e_1+ (1 - t) , (6)
and (6) implies that t+l is a strong t-integer for all t , t > 2 .
Now , we shall use both (5) and (6) to prove Theorem 3.3.2 .
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Proof Of Theorem 3.3.2
(I) Let d ^ 1 (mod4) and CH(yd)eV . Then for all integers cneQ(yd) , 
a can be written in the form
a = L a-^1 , (7)
P
where a-^  , p , qeZ , (p<i<q) , a^ = o if i/[p,q] . We shall consider 
the following cases ;
(i) If N(f) = + 1 , then we have
t+l = e + e"1 + (1 - t) , (8)
where t+l is a strong t-integer in Q(yd) . Assume that a given in (7) 
is such that
Li a^| = m , m > 1 
and m is minimal . We shall follow by induction on m . So , if 
m = 1 , then we have 1 1 a-jj = 1 and hence a^ = q , ± 1 . Therefore 
a is a 1-integer and by definition 3.1.1 , a. is a t-integer . As an 
induction hypothesis we suppose that a is a t-integer for all aeQ(yd)
with m < M , (M > 2). We will prove it for all cn with m = M . We have
from (8) that
/ \ k k-1 k k+1 . ^ .
(t+l)e = e + (1 - t)e + e , (p<k<q) .
We suppose that a^ is the first coefficient in (7) such that 
la^ -i > t+l and I a^^l < t for all k , (p<k<q) . Then by applying (8) 
k
to the term a^e , a is either of the form
P . . / .in k-1 , - . k k+1 q , _.cn — ape +. . + (a^_]_+l) e + ( 1  — t)e + e +...+ aqe , (9)
or
P . . / in k-1 . — . k k+1 q ,..a = ape +...+ (a^_^ - 1)e + (t-l)e - e +...+ aqeH t (10)
according as a-^  = ± (t+l) . Since la^^i < t , then , if necessary ,
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k—1
we need to repeat the application of (8) to (a^^ ± ^)e i-n (9)
or (10) . This implies that oi is either of the form
P / i\ k-2 . k-1 x k k+1 q ,,,,
a = ap€^+...+ (a^_2 + 1)e + (l-t)e + (2-t)e + e +...+ aq€ ,(11)
or
P / -i \ h-2 , k-1 . k k+1 qcn == ape^+...+ (a^_2 - l)e + (t-l)e + (t-2)e -e +. . .+ aqCH ,(12)
according as a^_^ = ± t respectively . By considering -a given in 
(9) or (10) ,if necessary, we may get that ia^_^ ± 1| > t+l. So, by 
applying (8) in a similar way to that given above,then o: will be also 
of the form (11) or (12).
Thus, if necessary, we continue to apply (8) in (11) or (12) to 
k—2
the term (a^ _ 2  ± l)e . Then after a finite number of applications 
we obtain that a is of the form
a = I bj + I cie1 , (13)
j <k i>k+l
with o < |bj| < t and Z|c^|< t+l . Notice that every coefficient a^
i>k+l
with i < k is reduced to bj , where |bj| < t and some of the bj are
non-zero . So,we have 531bj | > o and therefore 511bj l < Elc^i . Thus
j <k j <k i>k+l
Elbj | + Iic-jj < M 
j <k i>k+l
Since M is minimal , then
Zjbj | + £ |c^l = M 
j <k i>k+l
Since Ilbji > o , then 53 [ c-j_ | < M . So , by applying the induction to 
j <k i>k+l
o:' = Ic^e1 , then our result will follow and hence a is a t-integer . 
i>k+l
(ii) If N(e) = -1 , then
t+l - e - 6 1+ (1 - t) . (14)
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Hence , by following the procedure given in (i) to (14),then a is 
a t-integer ,
(II) Let Q(yd)eV and d = 1 (mod4) . Then in this case we shall have
t+l = e ± e ^ + ( 2 - t )  ,
according as N(e) = ± 1 respectively . Firstly , we consider when
N(t) = + 1 . So , we have
t+l = e + e_1+ (2 - t) , (15)
where (15) shows that t+l is a strong t—integer for all t , t > 1 .
We shall follow the induction steps as in (I) . So , we assume that
a has the representation (7) so that
ZI a-jj = m , m > 1 ,
P<i<q
and m is minimal . Then , if m = 1 we shall have Z|a^| = 1 and hence
i
a^ = o , ± 1 . Therefore a is a 1-integer i.e a is a t-integer . As
an induction hypothesis we assume that a is a t-integer for all
oieCKyd) with m < M , (M > 2) . We will then prove it for all a with
m = M . From (15) we have
V lr—1 V Tf+1
(t+l)e = e + (2 - t)e + e , (p<k<q) . (16)
Now , we apply (15) to the first term in (7) , say a^e with
la^l > t+l and |a^_^| < t for all k , (p<k<q) . Then a is either of
the form
P / -in k-1 . k k+1 q /1 -ts
a = ape +. . .+ (a^ ..^  + l)e + (2-t)e + e +...+ a^e , (17)
or
P. . / k-1 . lc k+1 qa = ape +. . .+ (a^^ - l)e + (t-2)e — e +...+ aqe , (18)
according as a^ = ± (t+l) . Since la^_^| < t ,then , if necessary ,
we repeat the application of (15) to the term (a^_x ± l)e in (17)
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or (18) respectively , This will imply that a is either of the form
P / in k-2 k-1 k k+1 P/ins
a = apt +...+ (a^-2 +1) e + (2-t)e + (3-t)e + e +...+ aq£?(19)
or
P / i\ lc-2 , k-1 . _. k k+1 q N
a = ape +...+ (a^ _ 2  -l)e +(t-2)e + (t-3)e - e +...+ aqe, (20)
By considering -a in (17) or (18) , if necessary , we may get
lak-l ± ll > t+l and by applying (15) as we did above then o: is 
either of the form (19) or (20) . Therefore continue applying
k—2(15) to the term (a^ _ 2  ± 1)e , if necessary . Then after a finite
number of applications we obtain
a = Idj + Ze-^e1 , (21)
j <k i>k+l
where | d-? | < t , Zie-fj > t+l and some of the d-s are non-zero . 
i>k+l
Therefore ZId^| > o and hence 
j<k
Z | dj | + Z | e-jj < M , 
j 4k i>k+l
Since M is minimal then
Z|dj | + Z I e-L | - M . 
j <k i>k+l
Since ZIdjI > o , then Z|e^| < M . So , by applying the induction 
j <k i>k+l
hypothesis to Ze^e1 we get that a is a t-integer . 
i>k+l
Next , when N(e) = -1 , then we shall have
t+l = e - e_1+ (2 - t) . (22)
Hence , by following the procedure given above to (22) ,then a is a 
t-integer and this completes the proof .
Immediate consequences of the proof of Theorem 3.3.2, are the 
following results ;
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Corollary 3.3.1
Every integer expressible as a finite sum of units in (J(yd) is a 
t-integer .
Corollary 3.3.2
Let Q(yd) belong to Wt+p\ Wt , teN . Then every integer of Q(yd) 
is a t-integer plus a single unit .
Example 3.3.1
Every integer aeQ(yl3) is a sum of distinct units plus a single 
unit .
Let e be the fundamental unit of Q (y13) . Then e = (3 + yl3)/2 
and N(e) = -1 . Therefore we can write 3 as
So , by Theorem 3,3,2 , Q(yl3)eW2 . We let o: be an integer in lj(yl3) 
such that
3 = e - €
-1
i. e
(23)
-1 0 
a = -e + 2 + e .
By applying (23) we shall have
a = - 2 e 1+ 2 e - l
again apply (23) , then
2
3
Put 3 e - e , then
-2 o "I o 2a = e + 2 e  - 2 e + e
so that
“ 2 o “ I / “ 1 in 2+2e - (e - e - l)e + e
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Therefore ,
-2 -1 -1 
oj= (c + 6 + e + 1 ) + e ,
and this last expression shows that a is a 1-integer plus a unit .
We prove the following result;
Theorem 3.3.3
Let CO(yd.) , d > o  , e = t + s/d or {(2t - 1) + syd}/2 be the
fundamental unit of Q(yd) . If Q(yd)eWt , then Q(yd)^Wt„]_ .
Proof
Suppose that Q(yd)eWt and d ^  l(mod4) . Then the fundamental unit
of Q(yd) is e = t + syd , s,teZ . It suffices to show that t can not
be expressed as a (t-l)-integer . Assume that
m i
t = Z c-^ e , (24)
i=k
where |c^| < t-1 and lc, meZ . So , if m > 1 , then
m m m-1 i
e < I cm | e < I c-^ e + t 
i=k
m-1 i 
< (t-1) I e + t 
i=-<»
= (t-1) ------ --------  + t
1
m-1
1
( t - l ) 6 m „- -—  + t .
So , we may have
e — 1
m ( t - l ) e m m-1 . - m-1 . .e < — : L—  + te , m > 1 , e > 1
e - 1
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Therefore
t
£ ~ 1 e
i . e
e2- 2te + t < o . (25)
Since e = t + yt2 ± 1  , then it follows from (25) that
e < t +  yt2 - t < t + yt2 - 1 < e
which is a contradiction . Thus , t is not a (t-1)-integer .
If either m < o or m = o ,then the largest term in (24) is 
t = cQ . Hence t is not a (t-1)-integer.
A similar procedure can be done when d = 1 (mod4) which implies
that
and this last inequality represents a contradiction too . Therefore
Theorem 3.3.3, shows that t given in Theorem 3.3.2 is minimal . 
Now , we prove the following;
Theorem 3.3.4
For any t , teN , there are a finite number of real quadratic 
fields Q(yd)in Wt ,
Proof
Let Q(yd) , d > o , d ^ 1 (mod4) be in Wt , teN . Then e = t + yd 
is the fundamental unit of Q(yd) . It suffices to show that t is an
integer in the interval (-■- ^  , ) . We have from Theorem 3.1.3,
2e < (2t-l) + y(2t-l)2 - 4t < (2t-l) + y(2t-l)2 - 4 = 2e
Q(yd)^Wt_x and this completes the proof of the Theorem .
2 2
in section 3.1,that
€ < 2t + 1 t > 1 .
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Also,in CD (yd) we can write
2t = e ± e”1 .
Then
2t - 1 < e < 2t + 1 , (26)
and (26) implies that
6-1 < t < -itlL . (27)
Therefore t is an integer in the interval (— — —  , - — ----) . So , from
2 2
(27) we can get that t-1 < yd <t+l . Thus , for any t , teN , there 
are a finite number of real quadratic fields in Wt .
A similar procedure can be followed when Q(yd)eWt and d =l(mod4).
1 i/dThis will lead us to get t < -----  —  < t + 1 since
2
e == {(2t-l) + yd}/2 is the fundamental unit of Q(yd) . This completes 
the proof ,
If we consider all the quadratic fields Q(yd) with d in the 
range 2 < d < 100 ,then by Lemma 3.2.2[12] , there are fourteen 
fields in V , namely d = 2 , 3 , 5 , 10 , 13 , 15 , 21 , 26 , 29 ,
35 , 53 , 77 , 82 and 85 . So, by using Theorem 3.3.2, we can 
classify these fields in W^ - as follows :
Q(yd)eW1 
0(>/d) eW2 
Q(yd)eW3 
0(yd)eW4 
Q(yd)eW5 
OK yd) eWe
d = 2 , 5 . 
d = 3 , 13 . 
d - 10 , 21 , 29 .
d = 15 , 53 .
d = 26 , 77 , 82 , 85
d = 35 .
This classification is obtained by demonstrating the fundamental
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unit of each field.One can use the number of the repetitions t of 
these fields given above to check the validity of the condition 
e < 2t + 1 given in Theorem 3.1.3. For instance,we have for Q(yd)eW2, 
that e < 5 which is confirmed by Sliwa in [13] .
Theorem 3.3.2 , will also enable us to determine to which Wt does 
any quartic field Q(ym,yd) belong. This can be done by using 
Lemma 3.2.1 given in section 3.2 .
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GHAFTER (4)
§4.1 Algebraic Numbers As Sums Of Distinct Integers Of Fixed Norm
In this chapter we shall study the representation of integers in 
algebraic number fields in 0 (0 ) as sums of distinct integers of a 
certain norm .
For this purpose the following definition will be needed : 
Definition 4.1.1
An integer aeQ(0) is called a norm-s integer,seN, if |N(a)I < s.
Let Ns , seN , be the set of all algebraic number fields having 
the property that every integer can be written as a sum of norm-s 
integers (not necessarily distinct) . Define Ng to be the subset of 
Ns containing all algebraic number fields for which every integer is 
expressible as a sum of distinct norm-s integers .
When s = 1 , then it is obvious that N 1 = V , where V is the set 
of all algebraic number fields having the property that all integers 
are expressible as a finite sum of units in Q(0). Also N* = W 1 , 
where W 1 is the set of all algebraic number fields for which every 
integer is a sum of distinct units of Q(0 ) .
Now, we will adopt the following definition in order to prove the 
general result ;
Definition 4.1.2
Let seN . An integer 5eQ(0) is called a strong norm-s integer ,if
6 =  7 ,e,  + . . . +  yu eu f
|N(yf)| < s ,
X|N(yi)| < IN(5)I , 
l<i<u
7 £etJ(0 ) are non-associate and e1 ...,eu are units in Q(0 ) for all i .
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We shall prove the following general result :
Theorem 4.1.1
i / 2Let seN and let Q(0)eWt ,for some t > s / . We assume that t is
chosen to be minimal. If every integer in 0(0) of norm < t2 is a
strong norm-s integer,then Q(0)eNg .
Proof
Let Ql(0) eWt > teN , and e1,...,eu be its units . We choose a set
of distinct units in 0(0) , say ,
*7i ^d •
Then if e1,...,eu are independent units in Q(0),by Theorem 3.1.2, 
any integer aeQ(0) can be written in the form
<li <lu d it iu
a = ' £ aii.,,iu,k ^ket*--6u > (i)
i t ~P 1 iu=clu k=1
where I a-j^? ,iu,k* < t > and Pi>9i>de^ ,(l<i<u).
If £,,...,eu are dependent units in Q(0)then there exists a set
of units , say , co1 , . . . ,ci)y u < u such that
e± = H . w * 1!.. o)ylu , l<j<fi , riueZ ,
where H i s  the fi^root of unity. Also, there is no relation of the
form
6iu = i e 1 . . . tu  J-
On the other hand there exists at least one unit say, eu which does 
not depend on any of the other units.In such a case Theorem 3.1.2, 
implies that any integer neQ(0) is of the form
9i £ d J ii iy
& ~ £ ...... £ £ aii . . . iu, j ,k  ^ ^k ■* ■ ^ u > (^)
ii=Pi iiTPu J=1 k=1
where p ^ , , deZ .
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Firstly, in order to show that every integer in (3(0) is a sum of 
distinct norm-s integers , we shall consider the general integer a of 
0(0) which has the form (1) .
If Q(0)eWt and t2= s then any integer a in 0(0) is a sum of 
distinct norm-s integers. Suppose that Q(0)eWt and s1/ 2 < t . We 
assume that a given in (1) is a non-zero integer so that
H|N(ai1 iu,k)! = m » (m > 1)
and m is minimal . We shall proceed by induction on m to show that a 
is of the form
P i Pu d 1 1 -^u
a = ^ ........ ^ ^ /*ii...iu,k, Vk ei---eu » (3)
ii= r i iu=ru  k=1
where iN(^i^1 _ j^) | < s and r^ ,p^eZ . So , if m = 1 then
£ |N(a^1 ^ t . . f iu ?k) I = 1 anc* hence aii...iu,k = ± -h • Therefore a is a
sum of distinct norm-1 integers. So,by definition 4.1.1, a is a 
sum of distinct norm-s integers . As an induction hypothesis we 
suppose that the result is true for all a in 0(0) with m < M,(M > 2).
We shall prove it for any a with m = M. Any integer 5e 0(0) 
with iN(5)i < t2 is a strong norm-s integer i.e 5 is of the form
5 = 7i +. . .+ yu eu , (4)
where |N(y£)| < s , Z|N(y^)I < |N(5)I and y  ^ are non-associate
i
integers for all i , (l<i<u) . So , by using (4) any term
aii...iu,k^ke^-■■euU with IN <aii . . . ,iu,k) 1 < fc2 in (!) can be 
written as
ii ^u i.|+l iu i1 i2+l iu it Tu+1
aii . . . i u ^ k ^ i  ■ • • eu “ K i ^ i  • • • eu +7 2^k€i ■ € 2  eu +• • •+7u’?k€1 • ■ • eu
(5)
So,by applying (5) to the first coefficient ,say >&pi>...}iu ,k with
I^(ap! , . .iu,k) I ^ t2 we shall get that
f1 fu d Pi iu
0! = 0!1 + Q!2 = E ....
1 2 P 2
, . .E 
iu=hu
P.
<’•' rHII . . iu,k *?ke i • ■
. eu +
n i nu d ii ^
^ ......... ^ ^ cii...iUjk^k6 1
i^PT+1 iu=pu k=l
. . eu >
where |N(-y:j^1  ^,iu ,lc) I ^ s > |cii...iu,kf ^ P and h^,f^,n£eZ. Notice
that some of the 7'i1<..iuIk are non-zero. If any overlap occurs 
between cn1 and a 2 given above i.e if some of the Y p ^ ^ i U j k  ecLual 
cii . . . iu,k > tken we can write ct in the form
z 1 zu d p , iu
a = a 3 + °4 = ^ ..... ^ ^ Tpi . . . iu,k VVz6 i • • • eu +
i2=wi iu=wu k = 1
e i e u  d  ii i u
^  ^ ^ xii...iu,k 17k€i***eu »
ii=P 1+i iu=vu k = 1
where Yp1>tiiUfk are distinct norm-s integers in Q (0)> ^  i. i iu,keQ(^)
7pi...iu,k * xii...iu,k> z±,w±,vieZ and some of the Ypi...iu,k are 
non-zero. Therefore
^*N(Ypi,,,iu,k)' ^ LlN(Xi1_ _ >iu,k)*
and hence
X 1N('Ypi . . ,iu,k) I + ^lN(X^1 ^ > .iu,k) I < M .
Since M is minimal then
£lN(Ypi_ _.iu,k)I + ^lN(X^1  ^_ _iUjk) I = M .
Since HiN(Tpi . . . ±U ,lc) I > 0 then EiNCX-^ t> iUjk> I < M • So>hy applying 
the induction hypothesis to the second term in (6) then we can write 
a 4 as sum of distinct norm-s integers . Again, if any overlap occurs 
between and o;4 we can repeat the above procedure . So, after 
a finite number of steps we obtain a is a sum of distinct norm-s
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integers .
Next , if we consider a in the form (2) ,then by following the 
induction steps given above to the form (2 ) we obtain that a is a 
sum of distinct norm-s integers . Hence Q(0)eNg and this completes 
the proof .
An immediate consequance of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 , is 
the following :
Corollary 4.1.1
1 / 2If a is any t-integer in 0(0), t > s , seN , and every integer 
of norm less than or equal to t 2 is a strong norm-s integer in 0 (0 ) , 
then a is a sum of distinct norm-s integers .
Now, we shall adopt the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 to prove the 
following result :
Theorem 4.1.2
0 (^2 ) belongs to N* .
Proof
Since Q!(/2) has only one fundamental unit e , where e = 1+0+02 
and 0 — ^2 ,then by Theorem 3.1.4 , Q(^2) belongs to W t and t > 1 .
♦ 3
Further , in 0(/2) 4 is a strong 3-integer since 4 can be written as
-2 -3
4 = e + 2e + e
So , by Theorem 3.1.2 , 0(^2) belongs to W 3 . Therefore any integer ct 
in Q (5*2 ) is of the form
q
a = I a^ 1 , P,qeZ , (7)
i=p
where ia^| < 3 for all i,(p<i<q).
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Cons ider the Integer y = 0+1 in Q (y2) 3, where |N(y)| = 3 . Then we 
can write 3 as
3 = ye ^+ ye ^+ y , (8 )
where (8 ) shows that 3 is a strong norm-3 integer by definition 4.1,2
We may suppose that some of the a-^ 's in (7) are non-zero and that
the representation (7) of a is chosen so that
T. |N(a-jO | = m , m > 1 , (9)
i
and m is minimal .
In order to show that a is a sum of distinct norm-3 integers we
shall follow the induction on m . So , if m = 1 then it is obvious
that E|N(a^)| = 1 implies that a^ = ±1 . Therefore ,by 
i
definition 4.1.1 , a is a sum of distinct norm-3 integers . As an
induction hypothesis , we assume that the result is true for all
cneCK^) with m < M , (M > 2) .We will then prove it for all aeQ(^2) 
with m = M .
Suppose that a^ , (p<k<q) , is the first coefficient in (7) with 
|a^| = 3 or 2 and ja-jj < 1  for all i , (p<i<k) . If there is no a^ 
with la^i = 3 or 2 then a is a sum of distinct norm-3 integers ,
1cFirstly , we let ia -^1 = 3 .Then by applying (8 ) to a|ce , a is
either of the form
p k- 2 k- 1  k q
a = ape +... +ye + 7 6  + ye +...+ aqC , (1 0 )
or
P, ^-2 k_i k q ......
a = ape +. . .- 7 6 - 7 6 - ye +. . .+ aqC , (H)
according as a^ = + 3 respectively , where all |a^| < 3 for all i>k .
Consider the form (10) . Then since a^_2 “ Oi*! an<l ak-l “ 0>*1 >we
need to consider the following cases:
(i) If a^ _ 2  = 1 and a^_p = 1 , then
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a — ap6^+...+ (7 +1 )6^ ^+ (7 +1 )6^ ^+ 7 6 “^+....+ aqe^
Since 7  - 2 = e \  then from (8 ) we get
1 - 17  + 1 = e — ye
So , by using (13) in (12) we obtain
p k-3 k-2 k-1 . _ . k c
ot = ape + . . ye - y e  + e + (7 +1 ) 6 + . . .+aq6
again applying (13) we get
p k-3 k-2 . k-1 k+1
a = ape + . . ye - y e  + (1-7 ) 6  + 6  +,..+£
where |N(1 - 7 ) 1 = 2  .
(ii) If ajc_ 2 = -1 and a^„^ = 1 , then a is of the form
P . ./ in k- 2  , -. k- 1  k qcn — a.p e + . . .+(7 —1 ) 6 + (7 +1 ) 6 +7 6  +. . .+ aq6
Using (13) we obtain
P. , / -1 \ k-2 k-2 , lc qa = ape +,..+ (7 -1 ) 5 - 7 6 + (l+7 )e +...+ aqe
1 . e
p k- 2 k- 1  k+ 1  q
a = ape +...-e - 7 6 + e  +...+ aq6 ,
(iii) If ak_ 2 = 1 and a^_i = -1 ,then
p / in k-2 . -. k-1 k q
a  =ap6 +...+(7+1)e + (7-I)e + 7 6  + . . . +  a q eH ,
and by applying (13) we shall have
p k-3 k-1 lc q
a  = ape + . . .- 76 + 7 6  + 76 +...+  aq6 ,
(iv) If a^ _ 2  = -1 and a^_^ = -1 then we have
p, , , * v k- 2 > -. k- 1  k q
a = apf +. . .+ (7 -1 ) 6 + (7 -1 ) 6 + 7 6  +. . .+ aq6
where |N(7 - 1)1 = 2 .
(v) If a^ _ 2  = 0 and a^-p = 1 we get
p k-2 > -. k-1 k q
01 = ap6 +. . .+ 76 + (7+I) e + 7 6 . . . +  aq6 ,
k-1where by applying (13) to the term (7+1)6 , then
. (12)
(13)
q eq ,(14)
(15)
(16)
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a = ape + . . .+ (7 +I) e^+. . . + aqe^ .
Again use (13) to get
p k- 1  k+ 1  q
a = ape + . . ye + e + . ..+aqe . (17)
When a^ _ 2  = 0 and a^_^ = -1 , then (10) becomes
p k- 2  , - x k- 1  k q /ton
O’ = ap6r+. . .+ ye + (y-1 )e + ye + . . .+ aqf . (18)
(vi) If ak„2 = 1 an(i ak-l = 0 * then
p /t n k- 2 k- 1 k qa = apCr+...+ (l+y)e + ye + ye +...+ a^e ,
and by using (13) we obtain
k-3 v k-1 k q
ot = ap6 +. . , - 7 c + (I+7 ) e + ye +. . . + aqe ^  .
Again use (13) to get
p k-3 k-2 . k q
a = a p e + . . . - y e  - 7 c + (I+7 )e +...+ aqC .
Therefore
p k-3 k-2 k-1 k+1 q /nriN
a = ape +...- ye - y e  - y e  + e +...+ aqe . (19)
If we have a^_2 = “1 anh ak-l = 0 then in such a case a is of the
form
p / t\ k- 2 k- 1  k qa = ape +...+ (7 ~l)e + 7 6  + 7 6 +...+ aq6 , (2 0 )
where every coefficient a^ , (i < k), is of norm less than or equal
to 3 . Also If a^ „ 2  = = 0 then a is of the form
p k- 2 k- 1  k q
a = ap e +...+ ye +ye + ye +...+ aqe , (2 1 )
where every coefficient of e1 , i < k , in (2 1 ) is an integer of norm 
less than or equal to 3 . Thus , in any form of a given in the above
k-3
cases, if we continue to apply our conditions to the term a^^e , if 
necessary ,then after a finite number of applications every 
coefficient a^ , (i < k ), will be reduced to an integer of norm 
less than or equal to 3 . When a has the form (11) then by
considering -a , where -cue 0 (^2 ) , we can repeat the whole procedure
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given above . Therefore a can be written as
a  =  a 1 +  ot2 =  £  8-jf^ +  £  c i fl 
j<k i>k+l
(22)
where 5j eQ C 3*2) , | N (5j ) I < 3 , c^eZ and some of the 5j are non-zero .
Therefore I! |N(6 -j)l > o and hence E|N(5^j)| < H|N(c^) |
Thus
E|N(Sj)| + L|N(c£>| < M , 
j <k i>k+l
and since M is minimal then
E|N(5j)| + L|N(Ci)| = M . 
j<k i>k+l
We have ZlN(6j)| > o so riN(c^)i < M . So , by applying the 
j <k i>k+l
induction hypothesis to a 2 in (2 2 ) then a 2 can be written as a sum of
distinct norm-3 integers.If any overlap occurs between a 1 and a 2 then
by repeat the above procedure we obtain,after a finite number of
steps, that a is a sum of distinct norm-3 integers.
The above method of the proof can be followed if la^i = 2 in a
given in (10) or (11) . This can be done by using the condition
where (23) shows that 2 is a strong norm-3 integer . Hence the proof 
is completed .
§4.2 Sums Of Distinct Norm-s Integers Over The Quadratic Fields 
In this section we shall consider the real quadratic fields 
Q(yd)eWt , teN , which are given by Theorem 3.3.2 .
In fact all the integers of the real quadratic fields which are 
in Wt do not belong to Wt_^ (see Theorem 3.3.3 ).
2 = y — e- 1 (23)
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Theorem 3.3.2 , implies that Q(y2) and Q(y5) are in W 1 since 
e = 1 + y2 and e = (1 + y5)/2 is the fundamental unit of Q(y2) and 
Q(y5) respectively . Further , Q(y2) and 0(y5) are the only real 
quadratic fields which are in W 1 (see [13]) . This shows that Q(y2) 
and Q(y5) are the only real quadratic fields in N* since N* = W 1 .
Now, we shall consider the real quadratic fields CS(yd)eWt ,t>l . 
In order to study the representation of the integers of these fields
1 / 2as sums of distinct norm-s integers , s' < t ,we need to consider 
the following cases :
(I) When Q(yd)eWt , t > 1, and d = 1 (mod4),then by Theorem 3.3.2, 
e = {(2t - 1) + yd}/2 is the fundamental unit of Q(yd) . Let 7  be an
integer in Q(yd) such that 7  = (1 - yd) / 2 and 1N(-y) 1 = s , seN/{o) .
Since
N(e) = (2t - l) 2 - d = ± 4 
then s = t 2 - t ± l  according as N(e) = +1 or -1 respectively . We 
shall use these considerations to prove the following general result
Theorem 4.2.1
Let Q(yd) , d = 1 (mod4) , belong to Wt for some t , t > s1/^ 2,
seN . Suppose that e is the fundamental unit of Q(yd) . Then
Q(yd)eNg with s = t 2 - t ± 1 as N(f) = i 1 .
Proof
Let Q(yd)eWt , d = 1 (mod4) and t > s1//2.Then from Theorem 3.3.2 
e = {(2t - 1) + yd}/2 is the fundamental unit of (J(yd). Let y be an
integer in Q(yd) such that y = (1 “ yd)/2 and |N(-y) | = s , seN/{o) . 
Then we can write t as
t = 7  + e . (1 )
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Since N(e) = ± 1 , then s = t 2 - t i 1 as N(f) = + 1 or -1 . So , by-
definition 4.1.2 , (1) shows that t is a strong norm-s integer .
We shall use condition (1) to show that every integer CMeQ(yd) is
a sum of distinct norm-s integers . Since Q(yd)eWt , then we can
write any integer o:eQ(yd) in the form
a = cp £P+...+ cqeq , (2 )
where ic^l < t for all i , (p<i<q) , p,qeZ and p,q ^ o .
Let r > 1 be the number of all c-^ 's in (2) such that |c-jj = t . 
Then by considering condition (1) given above we have the following :
(i) If r = 1 i.e 3 c^ , (p<k<q), such that ic^i = t ,then cm is of 
the form
p k q
a = cp 6r+...+ ck e + ...+ cqe , (3)
where if c^ = t , then by applying condition (1 ) we get that
p k k+ 1 q / / \
ex = Cp e +. . . + ye + e +...+ cqen , (4)
k+ 1where in (4) we need only to deal with the term (c^ .+y + 1) e when
(ck+l + 1 )  = t . Otherwise a is a sum of distinct norm-s integers .
So , by applying (1) again when + 1) = t , we shall have
P. k k+1 k+2 q /t-.
cm = Cpe +...+ ye + ye + e +...+ cqe , (5)
and if we have + 1 ) = 1-t ,then, by considering -cm , where
-aeQ(yd) , we get (c^+^ + 1) < t . Further , if necessary , we
k+ 2
continue to apply (1 ) for (c^ + 2 + l)e when (c^ + 2  + 1 ) = t only.This 
implies that
p k k+1 k+2 k+3 q
a = Cpe +...+ye + ye + ye + e +...+ cqe .
Thus after a finite number of applications we get eventually that cm
is a sum of distinct norm-s integers .
If we have in (3) that c^ . = -t , then since -cm is also an 
integer in Q(yd) ,by considering -cm in such a case and repeating
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the same procedure given above a will be a sum of distinct norm-s 
integers .
(ii) Suppose that r > 2 and all c^ with ic-^ i = t are given in (2) in 
such a way that every two of them are separated by at least one term 
with coefficient cj ^ o , j ^ i and |cj| < t- 1  for all j (p<j<q) .
lc Q.
Let the first three terms with |c^| = t in a be given by ±te , ±te ,
+tem with p< k <0. <m <q starting from the left to the right . Then a 
is of the form
Considering the r terms in (6 ) having coefficients equal to +t then
k+ 1  < Q , then by repeating the procedure of (i) given above 
after a finite number of applications , if necessary , we shall
Q
arrive eventually at the term (y + l)e . The same procedure can be
Therefore after a finite steps we obtain our required a i.e a is a 
sum of distinct norm-s integers .
When all the r terms given in (6 ) have coefficients equal to 
-t , then by considering ~a , where -aeQ(yd) , and repeating the 
procedure given above we get our required form .
Applying (1) on these terms simultaneously , then we have
If k+1 = J2 , then
+...+ Cq6q
where|N(y + 1)| < |N(y)| < s since 1
9 - d
I < I
1 - d
I for d > 5 . If
4 4
fi+ 1  m+ 1
repeated for (cg+p + 1 )e and (cm+^ + l)e , if necessary .
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Cons ider the case that the r terras given in (6 ) have coefficients 
equal to t with alternate signs i.e a: is of the form
P. a-k ^ J2 ^ m qa = CpC +. . .— t£ + ...+ t £ + . . .- t £ +...+ Cq£ .
Then by applying (1) simultaneously on these terms we get
p k k+1 fi J2+1 m m+1 q
a = Cp £ +. . . —y £ - £ +. . .+ ye + £ +. . .- ye - e +. . .+ Cqe ,
where after applying to these terms no overlapping occurs with any
to the left of ye^, ye^and yem . So , we need only consider the cases 
when (c^+]_ - 1 ) = -t , (cjg+q + 1 ) = +t and (cm+^ - 1 ) = -t and so on. 
The case when k+1 = £ or J2+1 = m, . . . , implies our required form as we 
mentioned above.So,if k+ 1  < Q and (c^+^ - 1 ) = -t , then by applying 
(1 ) we get
p, k k+1 k+2 Q. J2+1 m m+1 q
a ^Cpf +...-ye - ye - e +..,+ye + e +...- ye - e +...+ Cq£ ,
k+ 2
where by continuing to apply (1 ) for (0 ^ + 2  - 1 )e j if necessary ,
after a finite steps we arrive ultimately at the term ± ( 1 + y)e^,
where jN(± 1 + y)| < s . The same procedure can be done for
£ + 1  m+l
(Cf>+1 + 1) e and (cm+^ - 1) e , if necessary , Thus , after a
finite steps we get a is a sum of distinct norm-s integers .
(iii) If r > 2 and all the c-^ 's with |c^i = t in (2) formed a block
of consecutive terms,then in that case we let u,v > 1 such that all
ic-jj = t with k-u < i < k+v , (p<k<q) , and ic^l < t- 1  for all i ,
i < k-u-1 , i > k+v+1 . So , ot will be of the form
P. ^ / k-u k+v. qa = Cp £ + ...i t ( e +..,+£ ) +...+ Cq£ . (7 )
Consider the coefficients of the block with + sign ,by applying
(1 ) we obtain
P . . / . \/ k-u k+v. qa « cp £ +...+ (y + e)(£ +...+ £ )+...+ caeH ,
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i . e
p. . , k-u k+v. , k-u+ 1 k+v+1 . , q
O! = CpC +. , . +7 (e +...+ e ) + (e +...+€ )+...+ Cq C
Therefore
p k-u k—u+ 1  k+v k+v+ 1  q
a: = CpC +. . .+ 7 6 + ('y+l)(e +...+ e ) + c +. . .+ Cqe , (8 )
where |N(-y + 1) I < s . It remains to consider (ck+v+;j_ + 1) e in (8 )
when (c]£+v +;l + 1) = t. We apply case (i) which shows that such a case
also implies that all the coefficient c^ with i > k+v+ 1  can be
reduced to integers of norms less than or equal to s without any 
overlapping occuring at the left . Hence a is a sum of distinct 
norm-s integers ,
Consider the coefficients of the block given in (7) having 
- signs. Then by considering -a ,where -ae(Kyd),one can repeat the 
same procedure given above and get the required form of a .
If the coefficients of the block in (7) have an alternate sign
i. e
p , k-u k-u+ 1  k+v. q
a = CpCr+. ..+t(e - e +...± e )+...+ cqe ,
then by applying (1 ) we get
p / w  k-u k-u+ 1   ^ k+v. q
a = Cp€ +...+ (-y+eHe - e +...± e )+...+ cqe ,
so that
p, , , k-u k-u+1 ,  ^k+v. . k-u+ 1 k-u+ 2 , k+v+1 . q
a=Cpfr+...+y(e -e + . , . ± e  ) + ( e  -e +...±e )+...+cq£
Therefore
P. . k-u .  ^ nx/ k-u+1 k+v.  ^ k+v+1 q
a = Cp6 +,.,+ 7 6 + (± 7  ± l)(e +...+ e ) ± e +...+ cqe .
where |N(± 7 ± 1)1 < s and from (i) all c^'s with i > k+v+1 can be
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reduced to be of norms less than or equal to s . Hence a is a sum of 
distinct norm-s integers .
(iv) If a: given in (2) has a finite number of blocks of terms c^e1 , 
|c.jj = t and each two blocks are separated by at least one term with 
coefficient cj , |cj| < t- 1 and j 2 i for all j , (p<j<q) ,then under 
such considerations a can be written as
P. k-u k+v. J2-0) )2+z. q
a = Cp£ +...±t(e +...+ e ) +...±t(e +...+e ) +...+ CqeH ,
where o),z > l,k+v < J2-co and p < fi+z < q.Now whatever the signs of the 
coefficients of each block are , we apply (1 ) simultaneously to get
p k-u k+v fi-o) fi+z q
a=Cp6 +...± (7+e)(e +...+ e )+...±(y+e)(e +...+ e )+...+Cq6 .
Therefore
p  ^ k-u . ^ "i \ / k-u+ 1 k+v. t k+v+ 1  L fi-w
a = Cp6 +...± 7 e + ( ± 7  ± l)(e +...+e ) ± e +...± 7 c +
, C-oH-l C+z. j2+z+ 1  q
( ± 7 ± 1 )(e +...+ e ) ± 6 +...+ cqe .
It follows from this last form of a that the only overlapping which 
might occur between these two blocks is that when k+v+ 1  = fi-o) i.e
Q-
when we have (± 1 ± y) e , where |N(± 1 ± 7 ) 1 < s. For if k+v+l<J2-o>,
then by repeat the application of (1 ) when we have
. , -1. k+v+ 1  k+v+ 1
(ck+v+l ± x)e “ ±te
So, after a finite number of steps we arrive to the overlapping
with ±7 6  ^ W which is also of the form (± 1 ± 7 ) where 
iN(± 1 ± 7 ) |< s. This procedure can be followed between each two 
blocks even when a has more than two blocks . Therefore a. is 
expressible as a sum of distinct norm-s integers and this completes 
the proof .
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From Theorem 3.3.2 , Q(yl3)eW2 since e = (3 + yl3)/2 is the 
fundamental unit of Q(yl3) , where N(c) = -1 . So , by Theorem 4.2.1, 
Q(yl3) belongs to N* since 2 can be written as
2 = y + 6  ,
where 7  = (1 - yl3)/2 and |N(7 ) I = 3 i.e s = 3 . The value (s = 3) 
represents the minimal norm since there is no integer of norm 2 in 
Q(yl3) and Q(yl3)^W1 (see Theorem 3.3.3) .
(II) When Q(yd)eWt , t > 1 , and d ^ 1 (mod4) ,then from 
Theorem 3.3.2 , e = t + yd is the fundamental unit of TK yd) . 
Therefore ,
N(e) = t 2 - d = ± 1 ,
i . e
d = t 2 ± 1 .
Thus , if d = t 2 - 1 , then by choosing yeQ(yd) such that 7  =yt2 - 1, 
we can write t as
t = 6 - 7  , (9)
where e = t + y t 2 - l  and |N(7 ) 1 = t 2 - 1 . By using condition (9) 
then we can show , in a similar proof to that of Theorem 4.2.1 , that 
(J(yd)eNg with s = t 2 - 1 . This shows , for instance that t!(y3)eN* , 
Q(yl5)eN* 5 and Q(y35)eN^ 5 .
If d = t 2 + 1 , then e = t + y t 2 + l  . Therefore N(e) = -1 and 
hence
2 t = e - e_1,
So , we can write t as
t - 7  - r 1 , (io)
  _ 1  ______
where 7  = yt2 + 1 and e = yt2 + 1  - t . Put 1N (7 ) I = s ,seN.
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Then s > t 2 since s = t 2 + 1. Further,(10) does not imply that t is 
a strong norm-s integer (see definition 4.1,2) and in such a case we 
cannot apply Theorem 4.1.1 or 4.2.1 . However , if we choose an
associate integer y in Q(yt2 + 1 ) such as 7  = (t - l)e , where 
|N(y)| = t 2 - 2 t + 1 ,then in such a case we can write t as
t - -ye"1! 1 , (1 1 )
and (1 1 ) implies that t is a strong norm-s integer with
s = t 2 - 2t + 1 and (t > 1) . So , if every integer in Q(yt2+1) of 
norm less than or equal to s is a strong norm-s integer then we may
get that Q(yt2 + 1) belongs to Ng . This case will be indicated in
the following example :
Example 4.2.1
Consider the quadratic field Q(ylO) , where 6 = 3 +  ylO is the 
fundamental unit of Q(ylO) . Then from Theorem 3.3.2 , Q(ylO)eW3 
and 3 is minimal i.e CS(ylO)^W2. Since there is no integer of norm 2 ,
3 , or 5 in CKylO) ,then, we can choose y efJ(ylO) such that
-y = 6 + 2yl0 , where lN(y) | = 4 , and hence we can write 3 as
3 = yt~l + 1 ,
Also , we can represent 7 +2yl0 , where |N(7 +2yl0) 1 = 9 , as
7 +2yl0 = (3 + ylO) + (4 + ylO) ,
where |N(7 +2yl0)| > tN(3 + ylO)| + |N(4 + ylO)| . Further , we can
write
4 + ylO = 1 + (3 + ylO) .
where |N(4 + ylO)| > N(l) + |N(3 + ylO) 1 . Therefore every integer in
Q(ylO) of norm less than or equal to 9 is a strong norm-4 integer
by definition 4,1.2 . Hence CJ(ylO) belongs to N* .
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We may find that some of the real quadratic fields which are in 
N* also belong to N* with v < s . This occurs when [J(yd)eNg has 
integers of norm v and every integer in G(/d) of norm less than or 
equal to s is a strong norm-v integer. We shall demonstrate this case 
in the following general result :
Theorem 4.2.2
Let veN and let Q(yd)eNg for some s , v < s . If every integer in 
Q(yd) of norm less than or equal to s is a strong norm-v integer , 
then G(yd)eN^ .
Proof
Let Q(yd)eNg , seN/{o) . Then every integer oieQ(yd) is a strong
norm-s integer . i.e a is of the form
a = 6 1 +...+ 5p , (1 2 )
where d± are non-zero non-associate integers in Q(yd) , |N(5 ^)| < s
and E|N(5j[)| < |N(a) I . We may order the 5-j/s in (12) such that 
i
1N(6 1)| < |N(6 2) I <...< lN(Sp)| .
We suppose , without loss of generality , that a has the
representation (1 2 ) with
£|N(5-jO I = m , m > 1 , 
i
and m is minimal. Since the 6 ^ satisfy lN(5^)I < s ,the hypothesis of 
the Theorem says that
5i = 7ii + 7i2 + -■■+ 7i,ui » (13)
where
ui
I lN(Tij)l < |N(5±)i
j- 1
and
IN (7 ij ) I < v .
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If s = v , then the result will follow i.e Q(yd)eN*. So , we
assume that v < s . Then in order to show that Q(yd)eN* we shall
follow the induction on m . If m = 1 then H|N(6 ^) I = 1 . Therefore
i
|N(5j[) I > 1 V 5 ^.This implies that there is only one 5^ i-n this 
sum with |N(5i) I = 1 i.e 6 1 is a unit and hence a = 51 is also
a unit . Therefore a is a sum of distinct norm-1 integers . Hence a.
is a sum of distinct norm-v integers .
As an induction hypothesis we assume that the result is true for
all aeQCyd) with m < M , (M >2) . We shall prove it for any a with
m = M . By applying (13) to 51 in (12) we get
a = (y11 + 7 , 2 +*•*+ 7i,ui) + 5 2 + • ■ * + 5p •
Since X|N(7 .,j)| < |N(5.,)| and j N (51) I < |N(S2)| , then
j
X[N(7 1j ) | < tN(6 2)i . Hence
j
|N(7 1j)| < |N(52)| |N(Sp )| ,
where y,,j are distinct norm-v integers in CS(yd) . So , we can write 
o: as
a - X 7 , 4 + X 5i , (15)
j i> 2
where X|N(7 1j)l < |N(5 n)| . Thus
j
X|N(7 1 a )| + X|N(5i)I < M . 
j i> 2
But since M is chosen to be minimal for a , then we must have
ElN(7 ,i) I + XlN(5i)I = M . 
j i> 2
If there is a repetition in (15) i.e if 5^ = 7 ^  , for some j and
i , (i>2 ) ,then we can rewrite a in (15) such that
ot = X 7 ^  + X Pi , (16)
j i> 2
with all 7 nj distinct norm-v integers (3£eQ(yd) and 7 ^  ^ (3^ for
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all i and j . Since M is minimal then we still have
E|N(7ij)I + ElNCPi)I = M
j i> 2
We have i ^  ^ c.n ^iN( I < M . So , by applying the
induction hypothesis to a' = I■ (3^  , then we can write a ’ as a sum of
i> 2
distinct norm-v integers . Therefore a can be written as
a = I + E fti . 
j i> 2
(17)
Again if any repetition occurs in (17) i.e if (i^  = 7 ^  for some i 
and j ,then we can repeat the procedure of the form (16) to the 
form (17) . So , after a finite steps we get eventually that a is a 
sum of distinct norm-v integers . This completes the proof .
A further explicit application over the real quadratic fields is 
the following result :
Theorem 4.2.3
Q(y3) belongs to N* .
Proof
Since e = 2 + y3 is the fundamental unit of tj(y3) ,then from 
Theorem 3.3.2 , Q(y3) belongs to W 2 . So , any integer a in Q(y3) can 
be written in the form
where [ a^| < 2 for all i , (p<i<q) , and p,qeZ . Gonsider 
7  =  1 + y3 , where | N ( 7 ) 1 = 2 . Then 2 is a strong norm-2 integer 
since 2 can be expressed as
P Qa = ape1*. . .+ aq€n (18)
2 = 7 - 7c - 1 (19)
Now , we shall show that a given in (18) is a sum of distinct 
norm-2 integers . Let a be a non-zero general integer in (18) such 
that
m = IiN(ai)| , meN/{0 }
i
Since a-^eZ , then £|N(a^)| = L a 2 > 0 . We choose the representation 
i
of a in (18) so that m is minimal.We will prove the theorem by
induction on m .If m = 1 then E|N(a^)| = 1.Therefore |N(a.j_) | > 1 V a^
i
and hence a^ = ± 1 . Thus , a is a sum of distinct norm-1 integers . 
Hence a is a sum of distinct norm-2 integers by definition 4.1.1 .
Let m = M , MeN/{o} and assume as an induction hypothesis that 
the result is true for all a with m < M , (M > 2) . W e  will then 
prove it for m = M. . So , suppose that a^ , (p<k<q),is the first 
coefficient in (18) with la^i = 2 .If there is no a^ with la^i = 2 
then la^i = 1 and hence a is a sum of distinct norm- 2 integers by 
definition 4.1.1 . Otherwise , we can use condition (19) to represent
k
a^e either in the form
0 k k- 1  k
2e = - ye + 7 6  , (2 1 )
or
0 k k- 1 k N
-2e = ye - y e  , (2 2 )
according as a^ - = + 2 or -2 . Hence a is either of the form
P . ./ \ k- 1 k q .
a = *pe +•■.+(afc_i - y)e + ye +...+ aqeH , (23)
or
a = ap eP+. . . + (ak_;]_ + 7 ) 1- yek +. . .+ aq eq . (24)
- 1
So , if a^-i = +1 or -1 in (23), then since 7  - 1 = ye + 1  and
7  + 1 = e ,then , (23) will be either of the form
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i , e
or
1 . e
P / \ k-2 k-1 k qa = ap e +...+(a^ _ 2  - 7 ) e - e + ye + ...+ aqe^ , (25)
P . / i v k- 1  k qo: = ap er + . . . - ( 7 + l)e + -ye + ...+ aqe ,
p k- 1  k q ✓o/'na = ap e +...+ ye + € + . . . +  aqe , (26)
Similarly , if a^-i = +1 or i-n (24) . Then (24) is either of the
form
P . . /1 \ k- 1 k qcn — ape + . . . + (1 + 7 ) e — ye + . . ,+ aqe ,
where (7 + 1 ) = e , so that
P /1 \ k q
a - ap e + . . . + ( 1 - 7 ) 6  +...+ aqen ,
r . e
or
1 . e
p k- 1 k q /n-iva = ap e +...-ye -e + ...+ aq e , (27)
p , _. k- 1  k q
a = ap e + . . . + ( 7  - l)e - 7 c +...+ aqen ,
P. ./ \ k-2 k-1 k q /00.a = ap e + . . . + (ajs;_ 2 + 7) e + e - y e  + . . ,+ aqe . (28)
k— 2Therefore,by continuing to apply our conditions for (a^ _ 2  - 7 ) 5  
k-2 .
or (ak_ 2 + 7 )e in (25) or (28) , if necessary,then after a finite
number of applications all the coefficients a-^  with i < k will be
reduced to integers of norms less than or equal to 2 . Notice that
the application of the conditions given above does not cause any
• k
overlap with any term at the right of a^e . Therefore we can write o:
in the form
a - I bie1 + I a±eX , (29)
i<k i>k+l
with b^ = o,±l or ± 7  , iN(b^)| < 2 , ta^| < 2 for all i , i > k+1
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and some of the b-^  are non-zero integers in Q(y3). Therefore
IlNCbi)! < I|N(ai)| , 
i<k i>k+l
and hence
ElNCbjO | + I|N(ai)| < M 
i<k i>k+l
Since M is minimal then
i<k
ElNCbi)! + E|N(ajL)i - M 
.<  i>k+l
We have E|N(b-j_)| > o so E|N(a-^)| < M . So , by applying the
i<k i>k+l
induction hypothesis to a' = E a^e1, a' can be expressed
i>k+l
as a sum of distinct norm- 2 integers and hence the proof is completed
More examples for the real quadratic fields will be given in the 
next section .
§4.3 Examples
Consider the real quadratic fields Q(yd) with d = 1 (mod4) and 
2 < d < 100 . Then by using Theorem 3.3.2 , there are seven 
quadratic fields Q(yd)eWt , teN/(o), where t is minimal , namely 
d = 5 , 13 , 21 , 29 , 53 , 77 and 85 . As we mentioned earlier 
Q(y5)eN* and Q(yl3)eN* . On the other hand v = 1 and 3 is the minimal 
norm in which every integer in (!(/>) and Q(yl3) can be written as a 
sum of distinct norm-2 and norm-3 integers respectively .
Example 4.3.1
Since Q(y21)eWg by Theorem 3.3.2 ,it follows from Theorem 4.2.1, 
that CS(y21)eN* i.e s = 5 . In Q(y21) there is no integer of norm 
equal to 2 and since for y = 4 + y21 , |N(4 + y21)| = 5 , we can 
write y as
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T = (5 + y21) - 1 , 
where |N(y)| = lN(5 + y21) | + |N(-1)t . Therefore every integer in 
(J(y21) of norm less than or equal to 5 is a strong norm-4 integer . 
So , by Theorem 4.2.2 , Q(y21)eN* i.e v = 4 . Since 2 cannot be 
represented as a strong norm-3 integer in (J(y21) then v = 4 is the 
smallest norm which can be considered .
Example 4.3.2
We have Q(y29)eW3 , by Theorem 3.3.2 . So , by Theorem 4.2.1 , 
Q(y29)eN* i.e s = 7 since
3 = 7 + e  ,
where 7 = ( 1 -  y29)/2 . Further , any integer in Q(y29) of norm less
than or equal to 7 is a strong norm-5 integer since for (3 = 6 + y29,
IN(6 + y29) 1 = 7 , (3 can be written in the form
a 7 + y29 5 + y29P =  --------------  +      ,
2 2
where |N(7 + y29)/2| = 5 and |N(5 + y29)/21 = 1. Therefore Q(y29)eN* 
and v = 5 represents the smallest norm since every integer in Q(y29) 
of norm less than or equal to 5 cannot be written as a strong 
norm-2 , 3 or 4 integer .
Example 4.3.3
From Theorem 3.3.2 , Q(y53)eW4 and by Theorem 4.2.1, Q(y53)eN* 3 
i.e s = 13 since
4  = 7 + 6  ,
where 7  = (1 - y53)/2 and e = (7 + y53)/2 .Since there is no integer
in Q(y54) of norm 2 , 3 , 5 , 10 or 12 ,then by setting v = 9 , we
need only consider 7 1 = 15 + 2y53 and y 2 = 8 + y53 ,where
11ST(7 n ) | = 13 and 1N(7 2) I = 11 . These integers can be written as
7 1 = (22 + 3y53) - (7 + y53)
and
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y2 = (7 + 753) + 1 ,
where iN(22 + 3y53)| = 7 and |N(7 + y53)| = 4 .Therefore every
integer in Q(y53) of norm less than or equal to 13 is a strong norm-9, 
integer *So, by Theorem 4.2.2 , Q(y53)eN* i.e every integer in [J(y53) 
is a sum of distinct norm-9 integers.
Example 4.3.4
Q(y77)eW5 follows from Theorem 3.3.2 . So , by Theorem 4.2.1,
Q(/77) belongs to N*g . In Q(y77) there is no integer of norm 15 or
18 , and for (31 = 17 + 2y77 and 0 2 = (25 + 3y77)/2 , where 
IN(/S) I = 19 and |N(/32) I =17 , we can write |31 and /32 as 
- (9 + y77) + (8 + y77)
and
P2 = (9 + y77) + (8 + y77) , 
2
where lN(9 + y77)| = 4 and |N(8 + y77)I = 13 respectively . Since 4 
cannot be written as a strong norm-v integer and v < 16 ,then 16 
is the smallest norm in which every integer in Q(y77) can be 
represented as a sum of distinct norm-16 integers i.e Q(y77)eN*6 .
In a similar procedure to that given in the above examples,one 
can show that t3(y85)eN*e by using Theorem 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 .
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